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LOADING RATE EFFECTS ON THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBILITY

OF FOUR PARTIALLY SATURATED SOILS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Soil mechanics involves the study of soil behavior, including the

interpretation of stress-strain and strength data for soils, and its

application to the solution of real-world problems comprising a variety

of loading and boundary configurations. Soil dynamics is a branch of

soil mechanics that deals with the effects of short duration loadings

on the stress-strain and strength characteristics. The field of soil

dynamics addresses problems such as earthquakes, machine vibrations,

pile driving, explosions, etc. One of the prime areas of research

within this field deals with the stress-strain characteristics of soils

subjected to explosively induced loads. Before World War II, research

in this area was basically directed toward predicting ground motions

induced by mining and blasting. World War II brought the use of large

conventional explosives and the advent of nuclear weapons, and

considerable research effort has been directed toward explosively

induced ground motions ever since. Predicting ground motions is

important because the physical devastation created by a nuclear

explosion necessitates that protective structures (silos, shelters,

etc.) be located underground to protect personnel, equipment, and

supplies.

1
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Brode (1964) lists nine interrelated phenomena associated with a

nuclear explosion:

1) fireball growth

2) thermal radiation

3) nuclear radiation

4) electromagnetic radiation

5) cratering and ground shocks from cratering

6) airblast

7) ground shock (airblast-induced)

8) cloud rise, fallout, and debris

9) fires

This report will be restricted to ground shock phenomena. Some

excellent references that present in detail the effects associated with

a nuclear detonation are in a United States Atomic Energy Commission

(USAEC) publication entitled, "The Effects of Nuclear Weapons," a

Defense Atomic Support Agency publication entitled, "Nuclear

Geoplosics, A Sourcebook of Underground Phenomena and Effects of

Nuclear Explosions," and an Air Force Weapons Laboratory publication

entitled, "The Air Force Manual for Design and Analysis of Hardened

Structures."

For detonations near the ground surface or in the ground, a

substantial portion of the energy released is transferred directly to

the soil. Ground motions induced by this process are termed directly

induced ground motions. Energy also appears in the form of an air

shock, which induces ground motions by imposing normal pressures and

horizontal shear forces on the ground surface. Ground motions induced
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by this process are termed airblast-induced ground motions. These

general features are shown in Fig. 1.1.1. The directly induced ground

motions are critical for design of buried structures only in the region

near the explosion. At some distance from the explosion, the major

input to the ground motions will be airblast-induced. Airblast-induced

ground motions are especially critical for the design of structures

which must be buried at shallow depths for economical or operational

reasons.

As an airblast sweeps out over the soil surface, large areas are

effectively loaded instantaneously. This concept is illustrated in

Figs. 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. The laboratory test that most accurately

approximates these conditions is referred to as the one-dimensional

compression or uniaxial strain test. The applicability of the one-

dimensional compression test in simulating the loading and boundary

conditions of an airblast-induced loading has been studied in detail by

many researchers (see Whitman, 1963, 1970, and Crawford, et al., 1974).

The motions and stresses experienced by a shallow buried

structure due to airblast-induced loadings are a function of the

deformability of the structure and the surrounding soil. How the

induced stress waves deform the soil and the interaction of these waves

with the structure are obviously complex problems in soil dynamics and

soil-structure interaction. Numerous techniques ranging from

simplified static procedures (see Wilson and Sibley, 1962, and Merritt

and Newmark, 1964) to complex finite element methods (FEM) and finite

difference techniques are used to analyze the stresses and motions.

All of these methods require the one-dimensional compression
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characteristics of the surrounding soil as major input into their

respective analysis schemes.

In the past, scaled field tests using coiiventional explosives

have been used to model nuclear blasts. Aboveground nuclear tests

cannot be performed under the provisions of the Nuclear Test Ban

Treaty. From these conventional field events, representative one-

dimensional compression characteristics are determined. Unfortunately,

there are three major problems associated with using field events to

determine one-dimensional compression characteristics:

1) Scaled field tests are expensive, so soil can not be subjected
to true one-dimensional plane wave conditions except at shallow
depths and for short durations.

2) The one-dimensional compression characteristics measured are
only valid for the loading rate generated by the field event.

3) The use of soil stress and strain gauges are themselves
complex soil-structure interaction problems.

The cost of performing a field test at each potential site of an

underground defense-related structure makes this type of testing cost

prohibitive. Laboratory techniques have been developed to simulate the

boundary conditions (tens-of-thousands of psi pressure) associated with

nuclear and/or large conventional explosions; however, the state-of-

the-art has prohibited reproducing the associated rise times (less than

a millisecond to peak pressure) and accurately measuring and

interpretating the results. In the past, the response has been

extrapolated into the submillisecond range based upon slower test

results.

As the rise time to peak pressure decreases, the one-dimensional

response is apparently affected. This is known as a loading rate
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effect or time rate effect. Some researchers have speculated and/or

published results that this loading rate effect can produce a drastic

stiffening (an initial dynamic-to-static modulus of 10 or greater) if

the time to peak pressure is less than a millisecond (see Whitman,

1970, and Jackson, et al., 1979). Some researchers have also published

results showing that loading rate effects can generally be ignored for

some sands (Felice, et al., 1985). Thus, loading rate effects aren't

clearly understood either quantitatively or qualitatively.

If accurate mathematical models are to be developed to predict

the one-dimensional compression characteristics over a wide range of

loading rates, then the magnitude of this effect must be measured under

controlled laboratory loading conditions. Mathematical models can then

be developed and implemented into a variety of analysis schemes to

accurately predict the soil and soil-structure interaction problems

associated with the design of underground protective structures from

the effects of near-surface nuclenr or large conventional explosions.

1.2 Purpose and Scope

There exists a need to develop techniques for testing, modeling,

predicting, and verifying the predictions of the one-dimensional

compression characteristics of soils subjected to airblast-induced

loadings. Loading rate effects are an important part of developing an

accurate model. This report addresses loading rate effects for four

soil types; including two clean sands, a clayey sand, and a silty clay.

All four soils tested were essentially dry (i.e., the degree of

saturation of the test specimens was relatively low), so compressibility

Lil



was governed by the soil skeleton and not by pore water. Laboratory

measurements of the one-dimensional compression characteristics

(stress-strain curves) of these four soils were made at a wide variety

of loading rates, including rise times to the peak pressure of less

than a millisecond. From these laboratory measurements, a loading rate

dependent model was developed. Also, the effects of water content and

density upon the magnitude of the loading rate effects for the silty

clay will be addressed.

Three of the four soils tested were chosen because of their use

as backfill materials during field events and their behavior has been

well documented. For two of the four soils, a clean sand and the silty

clay, recent field events have been conducted in which the one-

dimensional compression characteristics were determined. These one-

dimensional compression results are compared to those predicted by the

laboratory-based rate dependent model to access the accuracy of the

laboratory measurements, the procedures for interpreting the data, and

the adequacy of the rate dependent model.

To determine loading rate effects associated with these four

soils, a device having the capability to produce large transient

pressures (thousands-of-psi) with fast rise times to peak stress (less

than a millisecond) had to be developed. Also, computer techniques to

interpret the submillisecond test results and a representative

mathematical model had to be developed. This model was implemented

into a computer code to reproduce the field events for comparison

against the actual field results.

IN

L M I II
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Chapter II provides background information relevant to one-

dimensional compression and loading rate effects. A detailed

explanation of one-dimensional compression along with the configuration

and history of the device used to determine one-dimensional compression

characteristics is presented. In addition, the physical mechanisms

that would explain the existence of loading rate effects are presented.

Chapter III describes the details of the device that was

developed to obtain one-dimensional compression characteristics of soil

subjected to large transient loadings similar to those produced during

a nuclear or large conventional explosion. Details concerning the load

application systems, measuring systems, testing procedures, and the

problems encountered during development of the device are presented.

Chapter IV summarizes the results of 93 one-dimensional

compression or uniaxial strain tests performed on four soils at a

variety of loading rates. Detailed material properties and grain

crushing characteristics are presented for the four soils tested.

Test results obtained for stress pulses with rise times to peak

pressure of less than about I msec can be affected by nonuniformities

in stress and strain over the height of the sample due to wave

propagation. Interpreting the true stress-strain behavior from these

tests requires the use of a wave propagation analysis technique.

Chapter V describes the factors that can affect uniaxial strain test

measurements, including nonuniform stress and strain, and a wave

propagation analysis scheme used to deduce the true material response.
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Chapter VI presents the loading rate dependent model. A strain-

level and strain-rate dependent constrained modulus model is presented

with coefficients determined from the test results presented in Chapter

IV. Also, the applicability of a stress-rate dependent constrained

modulus model and the potential for extending the results to a three-

dimensional state will be addressed.

In Chapter VII, results obtained using the rate dependent model

are compared with actual measurements obtained from high-explosive

field events involving two of the four soils tested.

Chapter VIII shows the use of computer programs, the rate

dependent model, and other data interpretation techniques described in

Chapters V and VI to reanalyze some existing work that has been

published relative to laboratory measurements of loading rate effects.

The discrepancies between the results contained herein and those

published results are addressed.

Lastly, Chapter IX presents the summary, conclusions, and

recommendations for further research. Appendices presenting some of

the techniques and computer programs used in interpretating the test

results are presented. Also, the individual laboratory test results

summarized in Chapter IV along with the one-dimensional wave

propagation simulations of the submillisecond results discussed in

Chapter V are presented as Appendices.

IIP 1 1



CHAPTER II

UNIAXIAL STRAIN TESTING FOR GROUND SHOCK PROBLEMS

2.1 Introduction

In one-dimensional compression, all motion takes place in one

direction. From a continuum mechanics viewpoint, the term uniaxial

strain is a more accurate descriptor of the loading conditions and

boundary configuration. Henceforth, the term uniaxial strain will be

used to describe one-dimensional compression. Figure 2.1.1 shows the

measurements, loading conditions, boundary configuration, and data

interpretation associated with the uniaxial strain test.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.1.1, the sample is assumed to be loaded

uniformally and deflect a uniform amount. As the pressure is applied

as a function of time, P(t), the surface deflection, AH(t), is

recorded. Oil is used to transmit pressure from the load application

system to the sample surface. Depending upon the loading rate, the

"axial stress, o , within the soil sample may be uniform and equal to

the pressure in the oil. Also, depending upon the loading rate, the

axial strain, E, , may be uniform throughout the sample and equal to

A H/H. Depending upon the time to peak pressure and the wave

propagation velocity of the soil, stress and strain may not be uniform

over the thickness of the sample. Nonuniform stress and strain

!i % * # - N
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Figure 2.1.1 Measurements, boundary conditions, and data

interpretation for uniaxial strain tests

(after Jackson, et al., 1979).
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conditions within a sample due to wave propagation effects are referred

to as irertia effects.

Methods other than the uniaxial strain test can be used to

indirectly measure the response when inertia enters the problem, and

these methods are described in Section 2.2. Interpretation of uniaxial

strain test results when inertia effects produce nonuniformities in

stress and strain are also addressed in Section 2.2.

The uniaxial strain device was first adapted to weapons effects

testing by Whitman (MIT, 1959). Subsequent improvements have been made

to the original design by a number of groups. Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (Moore, 1963, and Whitman, 1963), Stanford Research

Institute (Seaman, 1966), Eric H. Wang Civil Engineering Research

Facility of the University of New Mexico (Calhoun and Kraft, 1966),

Waterways Experiment Station (Schindler, 1968, and Akers, et al.,

1986), and Applied Research Associates, Inc., (Blouin, et al., 1984)

are some of the many organizations that have uniaxial strain devices.

All of these devices have the same two basic components; a soil

container and a pressurized fluid loading container. These two

components are bolted together to form a uniaxial strain device.

Figure 2.1.2 shows the first device developed by Whitman (MIT, 1959)

Sand these two basic components. Few changes have been made to this

configuration. Most advances have been made in the areas of data

acquisition, measurement systems, load application devices, and higher

pressure capabilities.
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Dynamic tests will be defined throughout this text as tests

having a rise time to peak pressure of less than 1 sec. The first

extensive study of dynamic one-dimensional compressibility was reported

by Whitman in 1963. The dynamic uniaxial strain test device used in

this study is shown in Figure 2.1.3. This device used an internal

displacement transducer and was capable of producing test results with

rise times to peak pressure from 15 to 40 msec. At these rise times,

inertia problems did not affect the test results.

The physical behavior of soil under uniaxial strain conditions is

important to understanding the mechanisms contributing to loading rate

effects. Section 2.3 discusses the compositionRl factors that affect

the deformation characteristics of soil. Also, the potential

mechanisms that could contribute to a loading rate effect are

addressed.

Section 2.4 will address the state-of-the-art in uni•x:tal

testing. Items such as existing devices, load application systems,

measurement and data acquisition systems, and devices under development

will be described. This section serves a two-fold purpose. First, the

existing state-of-the-art is presented to show the capabilities anid

limitations of existing devices and load application systems.

Secondly, most of the equipment described in this section was used to

generate portions of the data in this report.
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2.2 Testing Techniques

If inertia stresses are not a factor (i.e., slow loading rates),

uniaxial strain test devices similar in design to those by Whitman can

be used to determine the one-dimensional compression characteristics of

soil. However, if the loading pulse is applied fast enough such that

inertia stresses enter the problem, several indirect techniques must

be used to determine the true uniaxial strain response. Many of these

techniques are used by various research organizations, with each having

its own merits and disadvantages. This section is presented because

some of these devices have produced results contradicting those

reported herein.

The testing technique that seems the most appropriate involves

using some type of wave propagation experiment. Numerous researchers

have employed this method. Long slender samples of soil are loaded and

radial strain prohibited. Stress and/or strain gauges are embedded in

the sample a's shown in Figure 2.2.1. Using the wave propagation

results, stress-strain properties can be determined. There are three

main problems associated with this type of test. First, a long slender

specimen must be used. This restricts testing to remolded samples.

Ideally, the specimen should be long enough for the entire applied

pulse to propagate past an instrumented section before the reflected

pulse returns to that section. These devices typically require samples

that are on the order of tens-of-feet in length. Secondly, sidewall

friction is a major concern in these devices. Teflon tracks (Baker,

1967), greased membranes (Hadala, 1967), membrane-contained fluid

chambers (Zaccor, et al., 1964), segmented rings
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(Seaman, et al., 1963), etc., are just some of the techniques that have

been used to reduce sidewall friction. Most of these techniques allow

some lateral strain to occur. Lastly, embedding some type of measuring

gauge in the soil sample creates numerous problems. Placement of the

gauge creates significant sample disturbance. Problems are also

created with arching and acoustic impedance mismatch at the gauges.

Another technique that has recently been adopted to soils

involves the use of a split-Hopkinson bar or Kolsky apparatus (Felice,

et al., 1985). The device was orginally developed to measure wave

propagation properties in solids and is shown in Fig. 2.2.2. In the

split-Hopkinson bar, a striker bar is accelerated by using energy

stored in a spring or gas gun. When the striker bar impacts the

incident bar, constant amplitude compression pulses are generated in

the striker bar and incident bar. When the pulse reaches the specimen,

part of the pulse is reflected and a portion transmitted to the sample.

By tracking the stress pulse, stress-strain characteristics can be

determined (see Smith and Glover, 1985, and Zukas, et al., 1982). This

device can be used to achieve a nearly uniaxial state of strain by

placing the soil sample in a rigid confining ring. Numerous problems

are encountered with this type of system. Gaffney, et al., (1985)

addresses some of these problems. The major obsLacle concerns placing

the sample in the device. Testing a cohesionless soil creates problems

since a binder isn't present that will allow the sample to hold a

vertical face. Also, as the striker bar impacts the sample, material

is lost from the end of the containing ring. In addition, the low wave

speed and high stress attenuation associated with soil requires that
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thin samples be used. Another problem associated with the device is

created by an impedance mismatch between the soil and incident bar.

Large stress waves must be imparted by the striker bar to produce

significant strain since most of the stress pulse is reflected by the

impedance mismatch. Felice, et al., (1985) reported a series of tests

on a compacted sand at a variety of loading rates without recording any

significant loading rate effects using the split-Hopkinson bar.

The technique that has enjoyed the most popularity involves the

use of very thin samples in a uniaxial strain device. When a stress

pulse propagates through the soil specimen, the wave is reflected by

the rigid steel base of the soil container, returning as a compression

wave. When this compression wave strikes the upper soil surface, the

stress wave is reduced to the pressure in the oil and sends a

rarefaction wave back into the soil (Seaman, 1983). If the pressure is

applied slowly, say several milliseconds, the compression and

rarefaction waves carry small increments of stress. Thus, the soil is

essentially in a uniform state of stress equal to the pressure in the

hydraulic fluid and the strains are uniform over the depth of the

sample. However, if pressure is applied very rapidly, say 0.1

milliseconds, uniform states of stress and strain do not exist in the

sample and the measured pressures and deflections at the sample surface

are not representative of the true material response. The implications

of nonuniform stress and strain are illustrated in Fig. 2.2.3. The

measured strain appears to lag behind the measured stress at the start

of the test. This can create the appearance of a significant rate

effect for the initial portion of the material response. This
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MEASURED CURVE
Stress at top of specimen vs.
overall strain (change in
overall thickness divided
by thickness)

/ ACTUAL CURVE
Stress at top of specimen
divided by local strain
near top of specimen

Error in measured strain

-\ Lag due to pressure being measured in oil
at some point above the specimen surface

Figure 2.2.3 Actual and apparent stress-strain curve using the

multiple reflection technique (after Whitman, 1963).
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situation arises because the test system measures stress at some point

above the sample in the hydraulic fluid, but strain is averaged over

the depth of the sample.

Whitman (1963) popularized a technique referred to as the

multiple reflection technique that takes into account inertia effects

during uniaxial testing. This technique involves using thin samples to

minimize the travel time of the wave. Thus, each stress wave carries a

small increment of stress, and stress and strain are essentially

uniform over the height of the sample. However, at some point, the

error induced by inertia effects and the constraints on sample size

produce unacceptable errors.

Other techniques exist to measure one-dimensional compression

characteristics, but are not as popular as those presented. Schindler

(1969) presents a discussion of some of these techniques along with the

advantages and limitations of each.

2.3 Soil Behavior Under Uniaxial Strain Conditions

Soil is a three-phase system consisting of solid, liquid, and

gas. The solids are usually inorganic; the liquid, water; and the gas,

air. Under uniaxial strain loading, soils exhibit hysteresis,

viscosity, and nonlinearity. A stress-strain curve for a dry or

partially saturated soil during unloading will not follow the same path

during reloading. Thus, the soil exhibits hysteresis. Soil also

exhibits viscosity under uniaxial strain loading conditions in the form

of creep and loading rate effects. Lastly, soils are nonlinear at

almost any stress level. The amount of hysteresis, viscosity, and

5- ~ S '
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nonlinearity depends on the characteristics of the applied load, the

boundary conditions, and the physical characteristics of the soil mass.

Given that a soil mass is a combination of discrete particles,

nonhomogenous, and anisotropic, it takes little imagination to realize

the complexity of trying to accurately predict the behavior of a soil

mass under uniaxial strain conditions with a simple mathematical model.

One can say with a great deal of certainty that soils will

exhibit nonlinearity and hysteresis during loading and unloading.

However, the problem of viscosity isn't clearly understood. The

problem of creep of cohesive soils has been extensively studied.

Numerous rheological representations exist to model creep behavior.

However, viscosity in the form of a loading rate effect was addressed

by Whitman (1963), but hasn't been extensively studied due to the

specialized nature of the application of the results.

In a uniaxial strain device the boundary conditions are known, as

are the characteristics of the applied load. Therefore, the physical

characteristics of the soil should control the response. Mitchell

(1976) describes nine environmental and compositional factors (physical

characteristics) of a soil that control their compression

characteristics:

1) Physical interactions; including bending, sliding, rolling and
crushing of soil particles.

2) Physical-chemical interactions in the form of particle surface
forces.

3) Chemical and organic environment that can create cementing

agents or affect surface forces and water absorption properties.

4) Mineralogical details of the soil solids.

mo
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5) Fabric and/or structure, whether the structure is flocculated
or dispersed.

6) Stress history, the amount of overconsolidation.

7) Temperature of the sample.

8) Pore water chemistry can affect the interparticle
forces.

9) Stress during loading and unloading.

The potential mechanisms for loading rate effects are numerous.

Whitman (1959) suspected that a loading rate effect existed in his

pioneering work in the field of ground shock studies but didn't offer a

general explanation describing the mechanisms. Schindler (1968), in

his work at WES in developing their first uniaxial strain device,

presented arguments trying to justify the existence of a rate effect

phenomenon. Schindler theorized that, "grains can be arranged

differently during densification; pore fluids under pressure can flow

and transfer additional load to the structural skeleton; interaction

amongst the three phases which comprise the soil mass can take several

forms; the amount of pore air fluid can be dissolved in the pore is

time sensitive; etc." Of these potential mechanisms, particle

rearrangement seems to be the major contributor to a loading rate

effect, especially for dry or minimally saturated granular materials.

As shown in Figure 2.3.1, the initial response of the soil is dictated

by elastic deformations at the contact points. The particles then

rearrange due to slippage at the contact points at higher stress

levels. If the soils cannot rearrange into a denser configuration

because the load is being applied too rapidly, the load will be

absorbed by deformation of the soil particles instead of the soil
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Figure 2.3.1 Uniaxial strain compressibility for a particulate

mass (after Whitman, 1964).
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matrix. This would result in an apparent stiffening of the soil. This

is the same basic concept used to describe creep. The longer the load

is held constant the more particle slippage and rearrangement occurs,

resulting in strain at a constant stress level.

2.4 State-of-the-Art in Uniaxial Strain Testing

As previously discussed, the basic configuration of the uniaxial

strain device has remained unchanged. Advances have been made in the

areas of load application systems, higher pressure devices,

miniaturization of electronics, and data measurement and acquisition

systems.

Two uniaxial strain devices were used in this study to define

loading rate effects for a wide variety of load application rates. A

device referred to as the WES 0.1-msec device was used to obtain data

with rise times to peak pressure of less than about I msec.

Modifications to this device also allowed for static testing. Since

development of this device was a major part of this dissertation and

hasn't been documented, an entire chapter, Chapter III, has been

devoted to describing the details of the device, the load application

system needed to obtain submillisecond rise times, and the data

measurement and acquisition systems. For rise times to peak pressure

from about 3 msec to several hundred seconds, a state-of-the-art

production uniaxial strain device was used. The device is shown in

Figure 2.4.1 and is referred to as the PPUX device for its pore

pressure measuring capabilities. This device is described in detail by

Akers, et al., (1986). Briefly, the device has a specimen cavity 0.90-

•S.
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in (2.29-cm) high and 3.8 in (9.65 cm) in diameter. Like most uniaxial

devices, this device has an upper and lower assembly. The upper

assembly contains the loading piston, fluid chamber, pressure cell,

electrical feed-through, and a chamber pressure port. The lower

assembly contains the specimen cavity, back pressure saturation and

pore pressure measuring capabilities, vertical displacement measuring

device, and an external drainage valve. These items are labeled on

Fig. 2.4.1. The PPUX device uses a linear variable differential

transformer (LVDT) to measure vertical displacements as shown in Fig.

2.4.1. A miniature flush-mounted pressure cell is used to measure

fluid pressure in the hydraulic oil. Pore pressure measurements and

back pressure saturation capabilities were not utilized. When

assembled, the device stands 13-in (33-cm) high, is 14.5 in (36.8 cm)

in diameter, and weighs 489 lbs (222 kg). The large mass of the device

minimizes deflections and increases its pressure capabilities. The

maximum working pressure for this device is approximately 14,500 psi

(100 MPa).

For the test results contained in Chapter IV, some modifications

were made to the PPUX device. A 0.4-in (1.02-cm) plug was inserted

into the base so that the specimen was 0.5-in (1.27-cm) high for all

tests except the coral sand. This was done because the WES 0.1-msec

device has a 0.5-in- (1.27-cm-) high specimen cavity. Laboratory

experiments have shown that sample height will affect the measured

stress-strain response at very high pressures due to sidewall friction

(Farr, 1986). Also, during testing, all external drainage valves on the

PPUX device were closed to assure an undrained state existed. Though

N,.
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probably insignificant, these modifications were made to ensure the

PPUX and WFS 0.1-msec devices were as identical as possible.

A load application system must be used to apply a force to the

loading piston to produce a pressure in the 'iyraulic oil to load the

sample surface. For static testing, a pneumatic load application

system similar to the one used by Whitman in 1959 was used. A

schematic of this system is shown in Fig. 2.4.2. This systea provides

a maximum pressure of 8,000 psi (55 MPa) and is capable of producing

rise times to peak pressure from about 3 seconds to In excess of

several ,ninutes.

A more advanced loading system was needed to produce dynamic

loading rates for a variety of rise, dwell, and decay times. A gas-

driven, ram-operated loader was developed to apply a varlable peak

force and to control the rise, dwell, api decay times (Cuany and Sloan,

1961). This devi,'e das capable of applying a controlled dynamic ax'al

force up to 5n,,000 lbs (225 kN); with rrse times to peak load of

approximately 3 to 150 msec, load hold ti.ies of 0 to 1,000 msec, an'

decay times from 20 msec to 10 sec. Two additional ram-type loaders

"were subsequently dev,.oped, a 100,000-lb (450-kN) loader descrilbed by

Fhrgott and Sloan (1971) and a 500,000-lb (2250-kN) loader. These gas-

Iriven loading system. were used in this study to apply dynamic

loadings with rise times t,) .- ak pressure in the supermillsecond -

for the results contained in Chapter IV. These stress-controlled, rim-

type loaders can also be used for static testing. Photographs of the

three loaders are shovw in Figs. 2.4.1 thru 2.4.5.

il 1
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Several different data acquisition systems are available at WES.

Two systems were used for the tests performed in the PPUX system.

Three analog signals, vertical stress and deformation and a time

reference, were recorded using an analog to digital (A/D) convertor

with a digital computer. Also, the millivolt readings were recorded on

magnetic tape for backup. A computer program was used to process and

plot the test data. This system allows the engineer to view the test

results within a few minutes of completion of the test in report ready

format. The PPUX device used as part of this test program and the

associated load application systems and data measurement and

acquisition systems are the state-of-the-art in uniaxial strain

testing.

t..



CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF THE WES 0.1-MSEC UNIAXIAL STRAIN DEVICE

AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to describing the apparatus and data

measurement and acquisition systems used in obtaining uniaxial strain

data with a rise time to peak pressure of less than 1 millisecond.

This device is referred to throughout this text as the WES 0.1-msec

device.

Numerous uniaxial strain devices have been developed at WES and

other organizations, but until J. Q. Ehrgott developed an explosive-

loaded device in 1977 none of these devices could produce rise times to

peak pressure into the submillisecond range and measure the response.

Ehrgott used the explosive-loaded device in 1978 to produce the first

set of submillisecond uniaxial strain test results at WES. Testing in

the submillisecond range is important to verify whether, in that range,

the stress-strain characteristics of soil are drastically affected as

speculated by some researchers (see Whitman, 1970 and Jackson, et al.,

1979).

36
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The WES 0.1-msec device described herein is the second generation

of Ehrgott's orginal submillisecond device. The major difference in

the two devices is the method used to measure axial deformations. The

first device used a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) to

measure axial deformation. This device is shown in Figure 3.1.1. The

second generation device uses a variable impedance transducer or

proximeter to measure axial deformations.

The first generation device had four main problems:

1) The support tripod shown in Figure 3.1.1 could have prevented
a planar compression wave from loading the sample surface uniformly.

2) The LVDT footing mass could have prevented the footing from
tracking the displacement.

3) The large pressures produced by the explosive sources often
destroyed the LVDT.

4) The signal conditioning equipment for the LVDT was at the
state-of-the-art, and its response and measuring capabilities could not
be verified.

The second generation device was designed by Ehrgott to eliminate

these problems by using a proximeter to measure axial deformations.

The proximeter was mounted in the base of the sample mold beneath the

soil sample. A thin aluminum disk having a diameter of 1.5 in (3.81

cm) and with a mass of 6 grams is placed on the sample surface to serve

as a target for the proximeter. Reducing the mass of the measuring

system helps to eliminate the problem of tracking the surface

displacement during dynamic testing. The proximeter also eliminated

the need for the support tripod, allowing a planar compression wave to

uniformly load the sample surface. The proximeter can also withstand

larger dynamic pressures than an LVDT and is not subject to damage at
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the stress levels generated within this device. Lastly, the proximeter

samples at a higher frequency than the LVDT and is therefore more

suited to dynamic measurements.

In addition to describing the details of the WES 0.1-msec device,

the data measurement, signal conditioning, and data acquisition systems

will be presented. Also, factors such as irregular surface pressure,

sidewall friction between the soil sample and the walls of the specimen

cavity, radial expansion of the device, and waves propagating through

the device instead of through the loading piston can affect the

assumption of one-dimensionality. Each of these factors is a function

of the design of the device. A discussion of how each of these factors

affects the condition of one-dimensionality within the WES O.1-msec

device will be presented. Lastly, the capabilities and limitations of

the device will be discussed.

3.2 Device Configuration

The WES 0.1-msec device was designed, machined, and developed

at WES. Figure 3.2.1 shows a schematic of the assembled device. A

photograph of the assembled device is shown in Fig. 3.2.2. The device

has two main components, the upper and lower assemblies. These

components are shown in Figures 3.2.1 thru 3.2.6. Figures 3.2.7 thru

3.2.10 present the details of the miscellaneous components associated

with the upper and lower assemblies. Both the upper and lower

assemblies and their components, with the exception of the loading

piston, were machined from 300 Series stainless steel. The loading

piston was machined from conventional steel.

_<T
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O.1-msec device.
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Dynamic testing in the WES 0.1-msec device is relatively simple

compared to most uniaxial strain devices. A sample is built in the

soil container and an aluminum disk is placed over the soil sample to

serve as a target for the proximeter. A rubber membrane is placed over

the assembled specimen and the aluminum target to provide a barrier

between the hydraulic fluid and the soil. Figure 3.2.11 shows a

specimen in the lower assembly ready for testing. The upper assembly

is placed over the lower assembly and eighteen 1-in (2.54-cm) bolts are

used to seal the two assemblies together. Hydraulic oil (Texaco

Aircraft Hydraulic Oil 15) is poured into the upper assembly to a point

about 4 in (10.16 cm) from the top. The loading piston is then placed

Inside the inner fluid chamber (Fig. 3.2.3) flush with the bottom face.

An exploding bridgewire (EBW) detonator is screwed into the inner fluid

chamber and locked into place with the breech cap. The test is then

performed and the results recorded.

Static tests can be performed in the device with some minor

modifications. An LVDT attached to a proximeter target is mounted to

the lower assembly by means of a mounting ring placed inside the soil

container. This arrangement is shown in Figs. 3.2.12 and 3.2.13. This

mounting ring has an inside diameter of 3.0 in (7.62 cm). Wiring for

the LVDT is connected to a fusite (high pressure fitting that prevents

leakage of air pressure or hydraulic oil and allows for electrical

connections) placed in the plug hole (see Fig. 3.2.8). This

configuration allows for measurement of vertical displacement using two

deformation measuring systems. The importance of this type of

measuring system is discussed in Section 3.4. A rubber membrane is

VIIII V I I 4 * N;I, ".. ,-
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used to separate the hydraulic fluid from the sample (See Fig. 3.1.1).

The loading piston is removed from the inner fluid chamber before the

upper and lower assemblies are bolted together. A fitting made from an

EBW cap (Figs. 3.2.12 and 3.2.13) is used as a pressure fitting for the

pneumatic load application system described in Section 2.4.

3.3 Load Application Systems

Different load application systems are used for static and

dynamic testing for the WES O.1-msec device. The pneumatic load

application system described in Section 2.4 is used for static testing;

whereas, during dynamic testing, loading is applied by means of an EBW

detonator (sometimes referred to as an EBW blasting cap).

To produce rise times to peak pressure in the submillisecond

range, an alternative to the conventional ram-type loaders (see Section

2.4) had to be developed. Existing ram-type loaders cannot produce

loading pulses with rise times to peak force of less than about 3

milliseconds. The EBW detonators used were found to be capable of

producing submillisecond rise times and pressures to 20,000 psi (138

MPa). The components of the EBW load application system, the firing

console and an EBW cap are shown in Fig. 3.3.1.

The basic components of an EBW detonator are shown in Fig. 3.3.2.

These detonators were rated at pressures of 5, 10, and 20 ksi (34.5,

69, 138 MPa). The higher the rated pressure, the larger the explosive

source in the EBW cap. The larger the explosive, the faster the rise

time to a given pressure. A typical rise time for a 10 ksi (69 MPa)

cap was about 0.3 msec to 5 ksi (34.5 MPa) pressure. Whereas, a 20 ksi
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(138 MPa) cap typically took 0.15 msec to 5 ksi (34.5 'lPa) pressure.

These detonators produced erratic results. A cap rated at 19 ksl (61)

NiPa) often produced pressures of only 5 to 6 ksi (34.5 to 69 'lPa) or

less. However, the system is simple to operate and does provide usable

results.

3.4 Measurement Systems and Data Reduction Techniques

In a conventional uniaxial strain test only two basic

measurements are obtained; displacement at the sample surface and

pressure in the medium used to transfer load to the sample surface. As

described in Section 3.2, two types of measuring devices were used to

determine the surface displacement of the soil sample; an LVDT and a

proximeter. A miniature, flush-mounted pressure transducer was used to

measure pressure in the hydraulic oil. Figures 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 present

schematic diagrams of the measurement systems, signal conditioning

equipment, and data acquisition systems used for the I.;ES O.1-msec

device under static and dynamic loadings.

The LVDT used in the device was specifically designed for

applications where space and/or weight are critical considerations. As

shown in Fig. 3.4.3, the LVDT was highly linear over its working ran,,e

of 0.2 in (0.51 cm). The size of the LVDT was an important

consideration for this device because of the size of the fluid chamber

(Fig. 3.2.6). A 3 kHz carrier amplifier and signal conditioning module

was used to provide AC excitation, signal conditioning for the input-

output voltage, and the DC output required by the data acquisition

systems. kn aluminum footing attached to the core rod of the LUPT is

I U A
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shown in Fig. 3.4.4 was used to ensure uniform measurements of

displacement and to prevent the core rod from penetrating the soil.

Calibrations similar to Fig. 3.4.3 were made using standard gauge

blocks for relating known displacements to output voltages.

The proximeter used was a variable impedance type transducer

which consisted of a variable impedance bridge with an active and

reference coil. Variation in impedance results from eddy currents

induced in the object used as a target. The coupling between the coil

in the sensor and the target is dependent upon the gap between the

sensor and the target. A flat aluminum disk is attached to the LVDT

footing for static testing to serve as a target (Figs. 3.2.12 and

3.2.13). During dynamic testing, only the aluminum disk is used (Figs.

3.2.1 and 3.2.11). Figure 3.4.4 shows the aluminum disk attached to

the LVDT footing for static testing and the aluminum disk used for

dynamic testing. Manufacturers suggested properties for a target

allowed for the disk to be either magnetic or nonmagnetic and greater

than 1.25 in (3.18 cm) in diameter.

As shown in Figures 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, the proximeter requires a

power supply and an oscillator-demodulator for signal conditioning.

The oscillator-demodulator consists of an oscillator, linearization

network, amplifiers, and a demodulator to provide a DC voltage

proportional to the distance between the proximeter and the target for

the data acquisition systems.

Calibration of the proximete'r proved to be a major obstacle in

obtaining usable dynamic test results. This proximeter was designed to
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measure through a non-conductive medium, usually air, to the target.

By placing the proximeter In the base of the soil container and the

target on top of the sample, the device must measure through the soil

sample. Soil contains minerals and usually water and is therefore

conductive. Although the proximeter wasn't designed to perform under

these conditions, with some adjustments, the system did provide

accurate measurements.

Several approaches were used to calibrate the proximeter.

Initially, samples were built in the soil container and the offset

voltages were recorded at various water contents and densities to

determine the effect on the output voltage. This gave some insight

into the problem, but did not offer a satisfactory solution. The

proximeter was also affected by mineralogical properties and testing

pressures. These problems, combined with those created by wat-ýr and

density, introduced too many variables to take into account by using

calibration curves.

The final so.ition involved running uniaxial strain calibration

tests using the proximeter and the LVDT as a dual measuremrent systefa.

As shown in Figs. 3.2.12 and 3.4.4, a target for the proxitieter was

attached to the LVDT footing to provide two measurements of

displacement. This "piggyback" arrang,,ement was used only during st .tti"c

testing. An insert was built to mount the LVDT tripod inside the suil

container. This insert reduced the specimen siz to 1.r) in ( c7. m )cr'n

in diameter. When a sample Is placed in the soil container, the

conductive properties of the medium creates a positive volta*,,, ofttst.

This value is rezeroed using the zero adlustmetit Af the

Ill II llS/i~lllll//I
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oscillator-demodulator. The linearity adjustment is not changed. A

static uniaxial strain test is then performed, and plots similar to

Fig. 3.4.5 are obtained for a soil specimen at a given water content

and density. The combined effects of water, density, pressure, soil

mineralogy, etc., on the output voltage of the proximeter can then be

evaluated based on these calibration curves and the appropriate

corrections applied to the proximeter measured strain for dynamic test

results. Fortunately, these calibration tests showed that a plot of

proximeter versus LVDT strain were approximately equal for the loading

portion. Thus, the change in voltage due to the location of the target

relative to the proximeter wasn't affected by the voltage offset. The

offset could therefore be zeroed, and the calibration curve obtained in

air was valid during the test.

As shot.n In Fig. 3.4.5, at the transition point from loading

to unloading there exists some slack in the measuring systems. This

can probably be attributed to the LVDT rather than the proximeter. At

the stress reversal, the direction of movement of the LVDT core rod is

reversed. Any slack in the LVDT would produce the hook as shown in

Fig. 3.4.5.

The device illustrated in Fig. 3.4.6 was used to produce a

calibration curve for the proximeter in air. The height of the

aluminum target was set using standard gauge blocks. Values of

displacement versus output voltage were then measured using the dial

gauge to locate the target relative to the proximeter.

* V.m~~q~ %.~4
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Uniaxial Strain Results
SoilI Type: Enewet ak Be ach Sand
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Figure 3.4.5 Plot of proximeter strain versus LVDT strain tram a

static uniaxial. strain calibration test.
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Figure 3.4.6 Dial-gauge arrangement used to calibrate the proximeter.
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A miniature pressure transducer was used to measure pressure in

the hydraulic fluid in the device. The pressure cell was highly linear

as shown by Fig. 3.4.7 and worked extremely well during.both static and

dynamic testing. This type of pressure transducer utilizes an

integrated sensor consisting of a silicon member on which a Wheatstone

bridge has been attached. The miniaturization of the device creates a

marked increase in natural frequency over conventional pressure

transducers, making it ideal for shock type measurements. This device

has a minimum natural frequency of 395 kHz. As shown in Figs. 3.4.1

and 3.4.2, the pressure cell requires a DC source, amplifier, and

signal conditioning module to produce a DC output proportional to the

pressure in the hydraulic oil for the data acquisition system.

As shown in Figs. 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, a 14-channel tape recorder was

the primary data acquisition device. For static testing, a measurement

and plotting system was also used. The, measurement and plotting system

allowed for viewing plots of output voltage from any of the measuring

devices and time during testing or immediately upon completion of the

test. This measurement and plotting system is a digital device and

does not have a sampling frequency fast enough to record a

submillisecond test. The tape machine provided the only means of data

acquisition for dynamic testing.

Programs written on a personal computer were used with a

multiprogrammer to reduce and plot the tests from the analog form

stored on the magnetic tapes. The multiprogrammer serves as a buffered

A/D convertor. The multiprogrammer has a sampling rate of 30

microseconds. A faster sampling rate was needed to reduce the
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submillisecond test results. To improve the sampling rate, the tests

were recorded on magnetic tape using a tape recording speed of 60

inches per second (ips). When the tape was replayed through the

multiprogrammer, the tape speed was set at 1.875 ips. This produced an

equivalent sampling rate of less than a microsecond.

A computer program was developed to take the voltages from the

magnetic tape and store them on floppy disks via the multiprogrammer.

Another computer program compares these measured voltages with known

voltages that correspond to a calibrated displacement or pressure. By

using these two programs, report ready plots of any combination of

time, stress, and strain could be obtained within 15 minutes of

completion of a test.

3.5 Factors Affecting Uniaxial Strain Measurements within the Device

The problems of variations in pressures and deflections across

the sample surface, sidewall friction that develops as the soil

compresses and moves down the walls of the soil container, radial

expansion of the soil container, and waves propagating through the

device can affect the assumption of one-dimensionality. These factors

are a function of the configuration and geometry of the test device.

During explosively loaded uniaxial strain testing, a planar

compression pulse is created by the loading piston as it strikes the

top of the hydraulic fluid. As the pulse propagates through the column

of hydraulic fluid, any obstructidns in the column of hydraulic fluid

can interrupt this wave causing irregular pressure at the specimen
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surface. As shown in Figs. 3.2.6 and 3.2.8, the fluid chamber is

essentially smooth. Since the LVDT and support tripod are not used for

dynamic testing, the loading pulse should be planar and uniform at the

sample surface.

In an "ideal" uniaxial strain test, there are no shear stresses

between the soil and the rigid container as the soil compresses.

However, in actuality, this isn't the case. Such shear stresses exist

and appear to be significant. These shear stresses are referred to as

side or sidewall friction; the effects of which are shown in Fig.

3.5.1. Sidewall friction acts to stiffen the soil near the container

wall and is a major concern when trying to interpret uniaxial strain

tests; especially when coupled with inertial effects during dynamic

testing.

To overcome the measurement errors created by sidewall friction,

a large specimen diameter-to-height ratio was used, vertical

displacements were measured at the center of the sample, and loading

was applied through a flexible membrane. Whitman (1970) recommended

that the diameter of the specimen be several times the height, with a

value of 4 to 1 being typical. For the results reported herein, this

ratio varied from 4.2 to 7.6. No attempt was made to use some type of

lubricant between the soil and container wall because of the practical

difficulties involved. Based upon laboratory measurements of sidewall

friction in a uniaxial strain device by Farr (1986), test results with

diameter-to-height ratios of greater than about 4 will not be

significantly affected by sidewall friction.

i-- 4,T
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Figure 3.5.1 Effects of sidewall friction (from Whitman, 1970)
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In the WES 0.1-msec device, stress is applied through a flexible

membrane. As shown in Fig. 3.2.1c, use of a flexible membrane

contributes to nonuniform surface displacements. However, the strain

was measured over the central portion of the sample. This

configuration should minimize the effects of sidewall friction and the

sample should deflect uniformly over the central portion.

Both the LVDT and proximeter require some type of rigid disk

(LVDT footing assembly and proximeter target) to measure surface

displacements. Whitman (1970) also studied the effects of using a

rigid disk for measuring surface displacements. He concluded that

introducing a rigid disk into the central section will not affect the

stress and strain. For the test results contained herein, a 1.5-in

(3.81-cm) diameter disk was used. This size disk was slightly smaller

than the optimum value (one-half of the specimen diameter) recommended

by Whitman (1970).

Under true uniaxial strain conditions, there is no lateral

expansion. Uniaxial strain devices for weapons effects testing are

specifically designed to be massive and rigid to preclude expansion

during high pressure testing. Schindler (1969) and Seaman (1983)

addressed the problem of radial expansion of a uniaxial strain device.

If the soil container is assumed to be a infinite thick-walled

cylinder, the radial strain can be estimated using elastic theory by:

ar (3-1)

Gst
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where: a. - radial stress

Gst= shear modulus of steel

This equation is probably an upper bound to the amount of radial

deflection because the bottom face of the device is solid. The

reduction in axial stress due to the radial expansion of the container

can be determined using an elastic solution:

AOaa (2K - 4G) Er (3-2)

where: Aaa= change in axial stress

K = bulk modulus of the soil

G = shear modulus of the soil

Since the change in axial stress increases proportional to the radial

strain, this value should also be an upper bound. Seaman (1983)

equated equations 3-1 and 3-2 and expressed the ratio of decrease in

axial stress to radial stress, which he called the fractional error and

expressed as:

G-2 = (2K -4G) = (M - 2G) (3-3)
Or

2Gst Gst

where: M = constrained modulus of the soil

For values of M - 2G of less than 1,000,000 psi (6,897 MPa), the

fractional error is less than 10 %. For an axial stress of 20,000 psi

(138 MPa), the decrease in applied stress is on the order of 50 psi

(0.3 MPa) or less for most soils.

Without performing some type of axisymmetric finite element

analysis, the effects of wave propagation within a uniaxial strain

device during explosively loaded testing cannot be fully evaluated. As

11141o''1114 % 2-0
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the explosive is detonated, a wave travels down the sides of the

device, is reflected at the base of the device and propagates back up

through the sample. The WES 0.1-msec was placed on a rubber mat to

serve as a isolation system. The test results presented in Chapter IV

did not produce any unusual wave forms or irregularities that can be

attributed to a reflected wave coming back up through the sample.

3.6 Device Capabilities and Limitations

The WES 0.1-msec uniaxial strain device was designed to test at

pressures up to 20,000 psi (138 MPa). The pressure cell, proximeter,

and LVDT were all rated to withstand these pressures. The LVDT was not

used in dynamic testing; however, previous experience at WES has shown

that the commerically available LVDTs will not withstand dynamic

application of 20,000 psi (138 MPa) of pressure. The pressure cell

and proximeter worked well under these conditions. Also, the pressure

cell and proximeter have high natural frequencies, and testing into the

submillisecond range did not produce any measuring difficulties.

At present, the state-of-the-art does not offer a better

measurement system than the variable impedance proximeter used in the

device. However, some improvements are needed. The proximeter

provides a workable system, but there are several problems in using it.

First, the calibration steps must be applied manually for every test

because the oscillator-demodulator has been rezeroed during the

previous test. Secondly, a calibration test must be performed for

every soil over the range of expected values of water content and

density to verify that the proximeter measured displacement is a true

l 11011111111
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displacement. Lastly, at pressures in excess of 15,000 psi (103 MPa)

with rise times to peak of around 0.3 msec or less, the proximeter

target will track the surface deflection of the initial compression

wave. However, when the compression wave is reflected at the rigid

bottom boundary of the soil container and propagates up through to the

sample surface, the target tends to separate from the sample surface

causing errors in the measured displacements. This problem will

addressed in greater detail in Chapter V.

The device was orginally designed to test soils for rise times in

the submillisecond range only. The device was modified to perform

static tests because of the problems associated with trying to

calibrate the proximeter. The next generation device should allow for

testing at a wide variety of loading rates to preclude the use of

different test devices.

IIIIN IIII 11,11 1 " % P . . - .1 1 '111 -



CHAPTER IV

UN•A•IAL STRAIN TEST RESULTS FOR FOUR PARTIALLY SATURATED SOILS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes the results of 93 uniaxial strain

compression tests that were performed to investigate loading rate

effects on the one-dimensional compression characteristics of four

soils; two clean sands, a clayey sand, and a silty clay. The soils

tested were chosen because of their importance to defense related

projects and the availability of field measurements to verify the

laboratory results. The grain-crushing characteristics, material

properties, and mineralogical composition of each of these four soils

are presented. All tests were performed under undrained, partially

saturated, and remolded conditions.

Two distinct types of sand were tested; carbonate and quartz

sands which are referred to as Enewetak beach and flume sands,

respectively. Of the four soils tested, the most comprehensive

laboratory program was performed using Enewetak beach sand, which was

taken from the beach at the north end of Enewetak Island. A concurrent

test program (documented by Akers, 1986) was performed at WES to define

the uniaxial strain response of this material. Thus, funding and

resources were available to obtain a large number of highly repeatable

test results at a wide variety of loading rates. The flume sand is a

76
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by-product of a concrete aggregate processing facility near Fort Polk,

Louisiana.

The clayey sand tested was taken from the Luke Bombing and

Gunnery Range, Yuma, Arizona, and is referred to as Yuma clayey sand.

This material is also referred to as CARES-Dry sand (Cargile, 1986) in

the literature.

The clay tested was a loess deposit from Vicksburg, Mississippi,

and is referred to as Vicksburg loess. Like the other three soils,

this material was tested at a constant dry density and water content,

varying the loading rate. An additional set of tests was performed

varying the water content, dry density, and loading rate to determine

their effects upon the uniaxial strain response.

The uniaxial strain results presented herein have been smoothed

using a technique described in Appendix A. This smoothing does not

affect the shape of the measured stress-strain response, but eliminates

electrical noise that can mask the measurements obtained during

testing. Appendix B contains the individual test results as plots of

applied pressure versus average strain and applied pressure and

average strain time histories.

For test results with supermillisecond rise times, the applied

pressure and the average strain over the depth of the sample are equal

to the vertical stress and strain, provided a true one-dimensional state

exists (see Section 3.5). When wave propagation within the sample

creates nonuniform stress and strain over the depth of the sample,

vertical stress and strain are not equal to the applied pressure and
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average strain measurements recorded during the test. When these

conditions exist, the true stress-strain response must be interpreted

from the laboratory measurements of applied pressure and average strain

over the depth of the sample. Since this chapter is devoted to

presenting laboratory measurements, the test results contained herein

"will be presented as Dlots of applied pressure versus average strain.

The PPUX test device was used to obtained supermillIsecond test

results only; whereas, the WES 0.1-msec device was used to test in the

submillisecond range and statically. When compared, static results

obtained using these two devices for the four soils tested were nearly

identical. The production PPUX device has been used for numerous

testing programs, and a high degree of confidence exists in its

measuring and data acquisition systems. Since this was the first

testing program for the WES 0.1-msec device, these comparisons provided

confidence in the measurement and data acquisttion systems.

4.2 Enewetak Beach Sand

Twenty-five uniaxial strain tests were performed on remolded

samples of Enewetak beach sand at constant initial conditions for

various loading rates. In addition, grain-size analyses (pretest and

posttest), bulk specific gravity, specific gravity of solids, and

maximum and minimum dry density tests wer.n performed. This light-brown

sand classified as SP based upon the Unified Soil Classificat[on System

(USCS) (Howard, 1977). Four pretest grain-size distribution analyses

were performed with nearly identical results. The pretest grain-size

distribution curve is shown in Fig. 4.2.1.
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The specific gravity of solids was determined to be 2.78. Based

upon this value, the amount of the solid constituents, aragonite and

calcite, were estimated to be 26 and 74 %, respectively. Two sets of

minimum and maximum dry density values were determined. Average values

of minimum dry density of 95.9 pcf (1.54 g/cc) and maximum dry density

of 108.7 pcf (1.74 g/cc) were determined.

Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 summarize the conditions and designations

used for the Enewetak beach sand testing program. Values of 5 % for

the water content and 101.0 pcf (1.62 g/cc) for the dry density (i.e.,

a relative density of 42.9 %) were target values for the testing

program. Since the soil was taken from a salt-water environment, salt

water was used to adjust the water content. The water content values

shown in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 were adjusted to account for the salt

left on the solids during oven drying. Figure 4.2.2 shows how the dry

de'isity, degree of saturation, and volume of air change during uniaxial

strain compression based upon these initial conditions.

"Sample preparation proved to be very important in obtaining

reproducible test results for this material. Samples tested in the

PPUX device, designated CS1, were 0.9-in (2.29-cm) high; whereas

samples tested in the WES 0.1-msec device, designated CS2, were 0.5-in

(1.27-cm) high. All samples were placed in two approximately equal

lifts and compacted using a 1-in- (2.54-cm-) diameter tamping rod. The

slightest variation from this procedure was found to significantly

affect the measured response.

-, p '%s
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WATER WET DRY
TEST CONTENT UNIT WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT

NUMBER (% (Pf) (g/cc) (pcf) (g/cc) DESIGNATION

PRE POST

CS1-01 - - 106.0 1.70 - - STATIC

CS1-02 - - 106.0 1.70 - - STATIC

CS1-03 - 5.0 106.0 1.70 101.0 1.62 STATIC

CS1-04 - 4.8 106.0 1.70 101.1 1.62 STATIC

CS1-05 - 5.0 106.0 1.70 101.0 1.62 FAST STATIC

CS1-06 - 4.8 106.o 1.70 101.2 1.62 FAST STAI'IC

CS 1-07 - 4.8 106.0 1.70 101.1 1.62 qLOW DYNAMIC

CS1-08 - 4.9 106.0 1.70 101.1 1.62 SLOW DYNAMIC

CS1-09 - 4.9 106.0 1.70 101.1 1.62 DY",,A"• T,'

CS1-10 - 5.0 106.0 1.70 101.0 1.62 DYNAM IC

CSI-11 - 4.8 106.0 1.70 101.1 1.62 DYNA2TIC

CS1-12 - 4.9 106.0 1.70 101.1 1.62 DYNAŽIIC

CSCREEP-01 - - 106.0 1.70 - - DYNAMIC CREEP

CSCREEP-02 - 4.8 106.0 1.70 101.1 1.62 DYNAMIC CREEP

TABLE 4.2.1 Summary of tests performed on Enewetak beach sand in the
PPUX device.

, .p * . '.. -(. -(. -.. 1
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WATER WET DRY
TEST CONTENT UNIT WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT

NUMBER M% (pcf) (g/cc) (pcf) (g/cc) DESIGNATION

PRE POST

CS2-01 4.9 - 106.1 1.70 101.1 1.52 STATIC

CS2-02 4.8 - 106.1 1.70 101.1 1.62 STATIC

052-03 4.9 - 106.1 1.70 101.1 1.62 STATIC

CS2-04 - 4.8 106.1 1.70 101.3 1.62 DYNAMIC

CS2-05 - 4.9 106.1 1.70 101.1 1.62 DYNAMIC

CS2-06 - - 106.1 1.70 - - DYNAMIC

CS2-07 - - 106.1 1.70 - - DYNAMIC

CS2-003 - 5.8 106.1 1.70 100.3 1.51 DYNAMIC

CS2-09 5.2 4.9 106.1 1.70 101.0 1.62 SLOW STATIC

CSI-1O1 5.2 - 106.1 1.70 100.9 1.62 SLOW STATIC

CS2-11 - 5.2 106.1 1.70 100.8 1.62 SLOW STATIC

Table 4.2.2 Summary of tests performed on Enevetak beach sand
in the WES O.1-msec device.
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The term "static" was arbitrarily chosen as being a test with a

rise time to peak pressure of about 30-100 seconds. The problems

assocLated with leakage during high-pressure testing prevents long-term

loading of most soils. Values with rise tinies to peak in tens-of-

seconds appear to be the norm for static uniaxial strain testing.

Figure 4.2.3 presents the results of three series of static tests. The

results desideatied as slow static had rise times to peak pressure

ranging from 140 to 210 seconds. The series designated as static had

rise times to peak from 30 to 80 seconds. Those tests designated as

fast static had rise times to peak of approximately 18 seconds.

Depending upon the laboratory, technician, or engineer, any of these

tests could be reported as static results. This figure demonstrates

the importance of defining a standard rise time or applied stress rate

for static testing so that test results between two laboratories or

even devices can be objectively compared.

Figure 4.2.4 summarizes the effects of loading rate upon the

uniaxial strain response of Enewetak beach sand. These tests are

representative of the average uniaxial strain response for various

loading rates. Tests CS2-10, CS1-03, and CS1-06 are representative of

the average response for tests with loading rates desig-,ated as slow

static, static, and fast static, respectively. Test CS1-08 is

representative of the response that has been termed as slow dynamic.

This test is representative of the slower dynamic loading rates that

can be achieved using the ram-type loaders described In Section 2.4.

These tests had rise times to peak pressure of approximately 150 msec.

At these slower dynamic loading ra:os, the gas-driven, ram-type loaders

10M N,*. -,.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand

12

10 SYMBOL TEST DEVICE /
- FAST STATIC PPUX 1

-- - ~STATIC ,
SLOW STATIC WES O.1-MSEC ,/

U1

L&J

a:

a:0

0 1

0 5 10 15 20 25

RVERRGE STRAIN, %.

Figure 4.2.5 Three series of static uniaxial strain results for

Enewetak beach sand.I
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Unlaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand

TIME TO

12 -SYMBOL T~IE .5 KI (SEC)
CS2-1O0 155
CS1-03 12
CS1-06 5
CS1-08 0.062
CS1-10 0.003/

10 CS2-05 0.0004,
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created irregular loading pulses producing test results that are

difficult to interpret. Test CS1-10 is representative of the loading

rate that has been defined as dynamic. These tests typically have rise

times to peak pressure of about 6 msec. Test CS2-05 is a typical

submillisecond test having a rise time to peak pressure of about 0.5

msec. This test was performed using a 10-ksi (69-MPa) EBW cap. As

shown in Fig. 4.2.4, a siga!r'cant rate effect exists for this

material. It is important to note that, in the submillisecond range, a

drastic stiffening of the measured response does not occur, but instead

a progressive stiffening occurs as the rise time to peak pressure

decreases.

Two tests were performed to investigate what has been termed as

the dynamic creep behavior of Enewetak beach sand. These tests had

rise times of 50 msec and hold times of about 0.5 and 1.0 sec and are

presented in Fig. 4.2.5. Also plotted on Fig. 4.2.5, is the stress-

strain response for test CSl-06. Test CSCI-02 had a hold time of

1.0 sec at a peak pressure of approximately 9.0 ksi (62.1 MPa). Test

CS1-06 reached a stress value of 9.0 ksi (62.t 4IPa) in about 10 sec.

As shown in Fig. 4.2.5, the average strain values are approximately

equal at the peak stress, for the creep tests and test CSI-06.

Grain-size distributions were performed on most of the posttest

samples under this testing program. These results are summarized (n

Fig. 4.2.6. As expected, the faster the loading rate, the less strain

occurs at a given stress level and the less grain crushing occurs. The

mineral constituents of this material, aragonite and calcite, are
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Uniaxial Strain Results
SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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relatively soft minerals and susceptible to grain crushing. Figure

4.2.7 presents pretest and posttest photographs of the individual sand

grains.

4.3 Flume Sand

Eighteen uniaxial strain tests were performed on remolded samples

of flume sand to investigate loading rate effects. In addition, grain-

size analysis (pretest and posttest), specific gravity of solids, and

maximum and minimum dry densities are presented. This light-brown sand

classified as SP based upon the USCS system.

The material properties of flume sand have been determined and

documented (Green, 1986a). The samples used in this testing program

were from the same source as those reported by Green (1986a). A

comparison of grain-size distributions showed the two samples to be

nearly identical. A pretest grain-size distribution is shown in Fig.

4.3.1.

Green (1986a) reported that flume sand had a specific gravity

of 2.64, a maximum dry density of 112.3 pcf (1.80 g/cc), and a minimum

dry density of 93.6 pcf (1.50 g/cc). The mineral constituents of flume

sand as determined by x-ray diffraction are listed in Table 4.3.1.

Table 4.3.2 summarizes the conditions and designations used for

the flume sand testing program. Values of 5.5 % and 100.5 pcf

(1.62 g/cc) for water content and dry density were target values for

this testing program, respectively. Figure 4.3.2 shows how the dry

S11'miC111101l1i
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(Bulk Sample, 28 X)

(Bulk Sample, Static Test, 28 X)

?'igre 42.7Photographs of' pretest and postutest grains of Enewetak

beach sand.
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Mineral Constituents Amount

Clays

Smectite X
Clay-mica x
KaoliniteX

Non-Clays

Quartz A
Potassium Feldspars X
Sillimani te x
Mica X

Abundant (A) > 50 %
Intermediate (I) = 25 to 50 %
Common (C) = 10 to 25 %
Minor (1) = 5 to 10 %
Traces (X) = small quanitities present

Table 4.3.1 Mineralogical composition of flume sand.

mom- -. ~.



WATERWEDR
TEST CONTENT UNIT WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT

NUMBER M% (pcf) (g/cc) (pcf) (g/cc) DESGINATION

PRE POSTI
FS1-01 - 5.5 106.0 1.70 100.5 1.61 STATIC

FS1-02 - 5.2 106.0 1.70 100.8 1.62 STATIC

FS2-03 - 5.7 106.0 1.70 100.3 1.61 STATICI

FS1-01 - 5.3 106.0 1.70 100.8 1.62 STATIC

FS2-02 - 5.3 106.0 1.70 100.7 1.61 STATIC

FS2-03 - 5.5 106.0 1.70 100.5 1.61 STATIC

FS2-04 - 5.4 106.0 1.70 100.6 1.61 STATIC

FSI-04 - 5.4 106.0 1.70 100.6 1.61 SLOW DYNAMIC

FS1-05 - 5.4 106.0 1.70 100.6 1.61 SLOW DYNAMIC

FS1-06 - 5.4 106.0 1.70 100.7 1.61. SLOW DYNAMIC

FS31-07 - 5.2 106.0 1.70 100.8 1.62 T)YNAMIC

FS1-08 - 5.2 106.0 1.70 100.8 1.62 DYNAMIC

FS1-09 - 5.2 106.0 1.70 130.8 1.62 DYNAM1IC

FS2-05 - 5.5 106.0 1.70 100.4 1.61 DYNAMIC

FS2-06 - 5.4 106.0 1.70 100.6 1.61 DYNAMIC

FS2-07 - 5.2 106.0 1.70 100.8 1.62 DYNAMIC

FS2-08 - 5.3 106.0 1.70 100.6 1.61 DYNAMIC

FS2-09 - 5.7 106.0 1.70 100.3 1.61 DYNAMIC

TABLE 4.3.2 Summary of tests performed on flume sand.

ljj~ III II
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density, degree of saturation, and volume of air change during uniaxial

strain compression for these initial conditions.

Samples were prepared for this testing program using the same

techniques as described for beach sand. However, for these results, a

0.4-in- (1.02-cm-) high plug was placed in the PPUX device making the

height of the specimen cavity 0.5 in (1.27 cm). This corresponds to

the height of the WES 0.1-msec device specimen cavity. The remainder

of the tests performed in the PPUX device (Yuma clayey sand and

Vicksburg loess) were conducted with this plug in the specimen cavity.

By testing samples with the same height, the error created by different

specimen heights due to sidewall friction between the two devices was

eliminated.

The results of the flume sand testing program are sumnarized in

Figure 4.3.3. Tests performed in the PPUX and WES 0.1-msec device are

designated as FS1 and FS2, respectively. As shown in this figure, a

small rate effect exists; however, it does not approach the magnitude

of that measured for beach sand. Test FS1-02 is representative of the

static behavior. Static tests were performed with rise times to peak

ranging from 3 to 160 sec. Unlike the beach sand, a difference in the

response could not be detected for various supersecond loadings. Test

FS1-05 had a rise time to peak pressure of 225 msec with a hold time of

150 msec at peak. As shown in Fig. 4.3.3, this material did not creep

like the beach sand. Test FS1-07 is representative of the dynamic

loading rate as produced by the ram-type loaders. This test had a rise

time to peak of about 12 msec. As shown in Fig. 4.3.3, the behaviors

of tests FS1-05 and FS1-07 are essentially the same. Test FS2-05 is

APA~
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand

12

TIME TO /
SYMBOL TES - Kai ~~(rEC)

19 FS1 -02 65.0/
FSI-05 0.08 /

FS1-07 0.0005

U/7

CeTARGET
SEPARATESI

C6 4

21 ,

0I

0 5 10 15 20 25

FiVERRGE STRAIN, %

Figure 4.3.3 Loading rate effects for flume sand.
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representative of a submillisecond test. Test FS2-05 was performed

using a 10-ksi (69-MPa) EBW cap. As with the beach sand, the

submillisecond loadings did not produce a drastic stiffening of the

material response.

Table 4.3.1 lists the major mineral constituent of flume pand as

being quartz. Quartz has a Moh's hardness value of 7, whereas calcite,

the major constituent of Enewetak beach sand, has a value of 3

(Dietrich and Skinner, 1979). Posttest grain-size analyses were

performed to investigate grain crushing and are presented in Fig.

4.3.4. The amount of grain crushing for the beach and flume sands was

about the same for similar peak pressures. This was unexpected based

on the relative hardness of the mineral constituents. Figure 4.3.5

shows pretest and posttest photographs of the individual flume sand

grains. The posttest photograph was from a static test with a peak

pressure of about 8 ksi (55.2 MPa).

The test results for flume sand contained the most scatter of any

of the materials tested, especially for submillisecond testing. Also,

during dynamic testing, the proximeter target tended to separate from

the sample much more easily than with the other three materials. Care

was taken to prepare each sample using the same procedure. The

scatter can possibly be attributed to the loose pretest condition of

the specimens. All tests were performed at an initial relative density

of 41.2 Z. The submillisecond results did prove conclusively that a

drastic stiffening of the material response did not occur in the

submillisecond loading range.
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Pretest

(Bulk Sample, 45 X)

Posttest
(Bulk Sample, Static Test, 45 X)

Figure 4.3.5 Photographs of pretest and posttest grains of flume sand.
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4.4 Yuma Clayey Sand

Sixteen uniaxial strain tests were performed on remolded samples

of Yuma clayey sand to investigate loading rate effects. In addition,

grain-size analysis (pretest and posttest), specific gravity of solids,

and compaction test data are presented. This reddish-brown material

classified as a SM-SC based upon the USCS system.

The material properties of this soil have been determined and

presented by Cargile (1986). The samples tested were from the same

source and had approximately the same gradation as those tested by

Cargile (1986). A pretest grain-size distribution is shown in Fig.

4.4.1. A liquid limit (LL) of 48 and a plastic limit (PL) of 17 were

determined for the sample used for the pretest grain-size distribution.

The mineral constituents of this material as determined by x-ray

diffraction are listed in Table 4.4.1.

Cargile (1986) reported that Yuma clayey sand had a specific

gravity of 2.68. Standard proctor compaction values of maximum dry

density of 121.7 pcf (1.95 g/cc) at an optimum water content of 11.6 %

and modified proctor test values of maximum dry density of 131.7 pcf

(2.11 g/cc) with an optimum water content of 7.9 % were also reported.

Table 4.4.2 summarizes the conditions and designations used for

the Yuma clayey sand study. Values of 3.5 % and 115.0 pcf (1.84 g/cc)

for water content and dry density were target values for the testing

program. Figure 4.4.2 shows how the dry density, degree of saturation,

.' '-wv* r.J *
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Mineral Constituents Amount

Clays

Smectite x
Chlorite X
Vermiculite x
Clay-mica X
Kaolinite X
Palygorski te C

Non-Clays

QuartzI
Plagioclase Feldspars C
Potassium Feldspars C
Amphibole X
Gypsum X
Calcite M
Dolomite M
Mica X
Magne ti te X

Legend

Abundant (A) > 50 %
Intermediate (1) =25 to 50 %
Common (C) =10 to 25 %
ifinor (M) = 5 to 10 %
Trace (X) - small quanities present

Table 4.4.1 Mineralogical composition of Yum~a clayey sand.



WATER WET 14 DRY
TEST CONTEN1T UNIT WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT

NUMBER MZ (pCf) (g/cc) (pcf) (glcc) DESIGNATION

PRE POST

YS1-01 - - 118.9 1.91 - - STATIC

YS1-02 3.8 - 118.9 1.91 114.6 1.84 STATIC

YSI-03 - 3.7 118.9 1.91 114.7 1.84 STATIC

YS2-01 - - 119.0 1.91 - - STATIC

YS2-02 - - 119.0 1.91 - -STATIC

YS2-03 - - 119.0 1.91 - - STATIC

YSI-04 - 3.5 118.9 1.91 114.9 1.84 SLOW DYNAMIC

YS1-05 - 3.9 118.9 1.91 114.5 1.83 SLOW DYNAMIC

YS1-06 - 3.4 118.9 1.91 115.1 1.84 DYNAMIC

YSI-07 - - 118.9 1.91 - - DYNAMIC

YSI-08 - 3.5 118.9 1.91 115.0 1.84 DYNAMIC

YS1-09 - 3.3 118.9 1.91 114.7 1.84 DYNAMIC

YS2-04 - 3.7 119.0 1.91 114.7 1.84 DYNAMIC

YS2-05 - - 119.0 1.91 - - DYNAMIC

YS2-06 - - 119.0 1.91 - - DYNAMIC

YS2-07 - - 119.0 1.91 - - DYNAMIC

TABLE 4.4.2 Sunmmary of tests performed on Yuma clayey sand.
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and volume of air change during uniaxial strain compression based upon

these initial conditions.

For a water content of 3.5 Z, a standard proctor value of

111.5 pcf (1.77 g/cc) and a modified proctor value of 122.5 pcf

(1.96 g/cc) were determined. To obtain a dry density value of

115.0 pcf (1.84 g/cc), a significant amount of compaction effort was

required. The sample preparation techniques used for beach and flume

sand could not produce the desired density. The sample preparation

procedure was altered to include placing the sample in three lifts and

using a 3.8-in- (9.65-cm-) diameter plate and a rubber mallet to

compact the sample in addition to the tamping rod. Unfortunately, the

compaction procedure used to produce the desired density created an

artificial prestress in the laboratory test specimens that Is not

present in undisturbed field specimens (Cargile, 1986). Thus, the

results presented are probably not representative of in situ behavior

at the Luke Bombing and Gunnery Range field test site.

As shown in Fig. 4.4.1, this material contains about 10 Z coarse-

size sand particles. These particles were very angular and punctured

the membrane between the soil and the hydraulic fluid. Numerous tests

were required to achieve the desired pressures. A target value of 8.0

ksi (55.2 MPa) was set for this program as a minimum peak pressure.

Some of the results presented for Yuma clayey sand did not achieve this

pressure because of the leakage problems. The problems encountered

with leakage precluded obtaining numerous, highly repeatable tests.

Numerous techniques were tried to build the samples so that the leakage

problems could be alleviated. One of these techniques involved placing

* JV T.~~~V.J. 2WZJ2
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the coarser-sized particles in the bottom of the sample and placing the

fines at the top next to the membrane. However, this technique

affected the initial shape of the stress-strain response. I
The results of the rate effects study on Yuma clayey sand are

summarized in Fig. 4.4.3. As shown in this figure, a rate effect does

exist; however, it doesn't approach the magnitude of effect measured

for beach sand, but is more than the effect measured for flume sand.

Test YS1-02 is representative of a static test. Supersecond loading

rates were varied from 35 to 65 sec to 5 ksi (34.5 MPa) without any

distinguishable difference in the response. Tests YS1-05 and YSI-07

represent the slow dynamic and dynamic results obtainable with the ram-

type loaders. Test YS1-05 had a rise time to a peak pressure of 8 ksi

(55.2 MPa) of 170 msec with a load hold time of 280 msec without any

creep. Test YS2-05 is representative of a submillisecond test. As

with the previous results, the submillisecond loadings did not produce

a drastic stiffening of the material response.

Some grain-crushing occurred during testing; however, the amount

was less than the beach and flume sands. This can probably be

attributed to the amount of fines present. Posttest grain-size

analyses were performed on most of the tests and are summarized in Fig.

4.4.4. Pretest and posttest photographs of the individual grains of

this material are shown in Fig. 4.4.5. This photograph shows more

grain crushing than the posttest grain-size analysis. The posttest

photograph was from a static test with 8.0 ksi (55.2 MPa) peak

pressure. j

mP
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Sail Type: Yuma Clayey Sand

12

TIME TO

.SYMBOQ TEST !5 KSI (SEC)

10 - YS1-02 65.0
YS1-05 0.08
YS1-07 0.008

-YS2-05 0.0004

I-I

4

2I

0

0 5 10 15 20 25

RVERRGE STRAIN, %

Figure 4.4.3 Loading rate effects for Yuma clayey sand.
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(Bulk Sample, 45 X)

Posttest

(Bulk Sample, Static Test, 45 X)

Figure 4.4.5 Photographs of pretest and posttest grains of Yuma clayey

sand.
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4.5 Vicksburg Loess

Two testing programs were performed using Vicksburg loess and are

designated as either D- or V-series. The D-series testing program was

similar to those performed for Enewetak beach, flume, and Yuma clayey

sands. A fixed water content and dry density were maintained anr, the

loading rate varied. A series of tests was also performed to study

how water content, dry density, and loading rate effects are

interdependent and is designated as the V-series of tests.

Initially, this project was conceived to vary the water content,

dry density, and loading rates for a given material and evaluate their

effects upon uniaxial strain response using only the WES 0.l-msec

device. This allowed for testing at basically two loading rates,

submillisecond and static. However, as the project progressed, it was

decided that loading rate effects for a wide variety of rise times

should be addressed to evaluate various constitutive models. Using

the results from a representative model fit, the laboratory results

could then be compared against field results.

The V-series test program was the initial testing program

performed in the WES 0.l-msec device as part of this study. Thus, this

testing program served as a "shakedown" testing program for the data

measurement and acquisition systems and sample preparation technqiues.

The V-series specimens were placed in two lifts, similar to

procedures previously presented. However, a 3-in- (7.62-cm-) diameter

compaction hammer, similar to those u;-d for proctor tests, was used to

11~ ~ %4,%. -%
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compact the samples. This compaction technique tended to produce a

stiffer material response than using a 1-in- (2.54-cm-) diameter

tamping rod. Therefore, the results between the D- and V-series cannot

be compared, but they do provide some insight into how water content

and dry density affect the magnitude of the loading rate effects.

Seventeen uniaxial strain tests were performed on remolded

samples of Vicksburg loess under the D-series test program at a wide

variety of loading rates. In addition, grain-size analysis (pretest

and posttest), specific gravity of solids, and compaction test data are

presented. This brown material classified as a silty clay CL based

upon the USCS system.

The material properties of this soil have been documented by

Green (1986b). The samples tested were from the same site and had

approximately the same gradation and Atterburg limits as those tested

by Green (1986b). A pretest grain-size distribution is shown in Fig.

4.5.1. Typical LL values of 32 and PL values of 20 were measured. The

mineral constituents of this material as determined by x-ray

diffraction are listed in Table 4.5.1.

Green (1986b) reported that Vicksburg loess had a specific

gravity of 2.71. Standard proctor compaction results with a maximum

dry density of 107.1 pcf (1.72 g/cc) at an optimum water content of

16.2 % and modified proctor test values of maximum dry density of 114.7

pcf (1.84 g/cc) with an optimum water content of 13.7 % were

determined.

4q4R d
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Mineral Constituents Amount

Clays

Smectite M
Chlorite M
Vermiculite M
Clay-mica M
Kaolini te M
Palygorski te M

Non-Clays

QuartzI
Plagioclase Feldspars M
Potassium Feldspars M
Amphibole x
Calcite X
Dolomite H
Mica x
Magnetite X
Zircon x
Pyrophylli te x

Legend

Abundant (A) > 50 %
Intermediate (I) = 25 to 50 %
Common (C) -10 to 25 %
Minor (M) =5 to 10 Z
Trace (X) -small quanities present

Table 4.5.1 Mineralogical composition of Vicksburg loess.
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Table 4.5.2 summarizes the conditions and designations used for

the D-series of tests. Values of 11.5 % and 101.5 pcf (1.63 g/cc) for

water content and dry density were target values for the testing

program. Figure 4.5.2 shows how the dry density, degree of saturation,

and volume of air change during uniaxial strain compression based upon

these initial conditions.

For a water content of 11.5 %, standard and modified proctor

values of 104.5 pcf (1.67 g/cc) and 113.5 pcf (1.82 g/cc) were

determined. The target value of 101.5 pcf (1.63 g/cc) corresponds to

97 % of standard and 89 % of modified proctor values. Using the sample

preparation techniques described in Section 4.2, the target value of

dry density was easily obtained with little compaction effort.

Figure 4.5.3 summarizes the effects of various loading rates upon

the uniaxial response of Vicksburg loess. These tests are

representative of the average for various loading rates. Test DS1-02

is representative of the static behavior. Loading rates were varied

for supersecond tests from 23 to 115 sec to 5 ksi (34.5 ffPa) without

any distinguishable difference in the uniaxial strain response. Tests

DS1-05 and DS1-06 are representative of the slow and fast loading rates

generated by the ram-type loaders. Test DS2-07 is representative of

the submillisecond behavior. The rate effects for this material are

significant compared to the flume and Yuma materials. Like the other

three materials, a drastic stiffening of the uniaxial response did not

occur in the submillisecond range.

III NI X 9III



WATER WET 11 DRY
TEST CONTENT UNIT WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT

NUMBER MZ (pcf) (g/cc) (pcf) (g/cc) DESIGNATION

PRE POST

DS1-01 - - 113.2 1.81 - - STATIC

DSI-012 - - 113.2 1.81 - - STATIC

DSL-03 - - 113.2 1.81 - - STATIC

DS2-01 - 11.5 113.1 1.81 101.5 1.63 STATIC

DS2-02 - 11.6 113.1 1.81 101.4 1.63 STATIC

DS2-03 - 11.6 113.1 1.81 101.4 1.63 SLOW STATIC

DSI-04 - - 113.2 1.81 - - SLOW DYNA.r4IC

DS1-05 - 11.2 113.2 1.81 101.7 1.63 SLOW DYNAMIC

DS1-06 - - 113.2 1.81 - - DYNAMIC

DSI-07 - - 113.2 1.81 - - DYNAMIC

D)S2-04 - 11.2 113.0 1.81 101.6 1.63 DYNAMIC

DS2-05 - 11.2 113.0 1.81 101.6 1.63 DYNAMIC

DS2-06 - 11.2 113.0 1.81 101.6 1.63 DYNAM1IC

DS2-07 - 11.0 113.0 1.81 101.8 1.63 DYNAMIC

DS2-08 - 11.1 113.0 1.81 101.8 1.63 DYNAMIC

DS2-09 - 11.3 113.0 1.81 101.5 1.63 DYNAMIC

DS2-10 - 11.2 113.0 1.81 101.6 1.63 DYNAMIC

TABLE 4.5.2 Summary of D-series of tests performed on
Vicksburg loess.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess

12 T IME TO
SYMBOL TEST 5 KSI (SEC)

DSI-02 23.0
DS1-05 0.052 /

10DSI-06 0.0045/
10DS2-07 0.00012

U, I

U, G
0Y.

-j /

2 /1

0

0 5 10 15 20 25

AVERAGE STRAIN, %

d

Figure 4.5.3 Loading rate effects for Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Three tests were performed to investigate the creep behavior of

this material and are presented in Fig. 4.5.4. These tests had rise

times of about 60 msec with load hold times of about 0.90 sec. Like

the Enewetak beach sand, these tests creeped towards the static

material response (test DS1-02).

The posttest grain-size distributions had a sIgnificant amount of

scatter, relative to the other three materials. The amount of grain

crushing could not be ascertained based on these results. Pretest and

posttest samples of the material were viewed under a microscope and did

not show any grain crushing.

Table 4.5.3 summarizes the results of the V-series test program.

Under this program, nine static and eight dynamic tests were perfo.iled

solely in the WES 0.1-msec device. All of the dynamic tests reported were

obtained with EBW caps rated at 10 ksi (69 MPa) pressure. The dynamic

tests typically had a rise time to peak of about 0.5 to 0.6 msec,

whereas, the average rise time to peak for the static tests was about

60 sec.

"Figure 4.5.5 summarizes the results of five static tests at

approximately the same dry density, but with the water content varied.

A definite trend exists. As the water content increases, the response

becomes softer. This should be expected, because the water tends to

lubricate the grains, reducing the amount of friction between the

individual particles. Figure 4.5.6 summarizes the results of five

static tests at a constant water content, but with the dry density

varied. As expected, density significantly affects the uniaxial
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loexs

12 SYMBOL TEST

[SCREEP-01
- - DSCREEP-02

[DSCREEP-03
DSI-02

10

U)I

LI 6
IL

SI I
/1 I

4,- // i
m JI,
w I !

a. 4

2

I! /
o_ / /

/ /

0

0 5 10 15 20 25

AVERAGE STRAIN, %

Figure 4.5.4 Dynamic creep tests for Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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WATER WET DRY
TEST CONTENT UNIT WEIGHT UNIT WEIGHT

NUMBER MZ (pcf) (g/cc) (pcf) (g/cc) DESIGNATION

PRE POST

VSS-11 15.0 14.7 106.7 1.71 92.9 1.49 STATIC

VSS-12 14.5 14.5 106.7 1.71 93.2 1.49 STATIC

VSS-21 10.2 9.7 111.0 1.78 101.0 1.62 STATIC

VSS-22 10.2 - 111.0 1.78 101.0 1.62 STATIC

VSS-23 12.6 11.9 113.1 1.81 100.8 1.62 STATIC

VSS-24 13.0 12.8 113.1 1.81 100.2 1.61 STATIC

VSS-25 14.8 14.5 113.1 1.81 98.6 1.58 STATIC

VSS-31 14.7 12.6 124.7 2.00 109.7 1.76 STATIC

VSS-32 14.6 14.2 124.7 2.00 109.0 1.75 STATIC

VSD-11 14.5 14.3 106.8 1.71 93.4 1.50 DYNAMIC

VSD-12 14.6 14.5 106.8 1.71 93.2 1.49 DYNAMIC

VSD-?t~. 9.3 111.0 1.78 101.4 1.63 DYNAMIC

VSD-22 9.6 8.8 111.0 1.78 101.6 1.63 DYNAMIC

VSD-23 12.1 1.1.7 113.2 1.81 101.2 1.62 DYNAMIC

VSD-24 12.0 11.8 113.2 1.81 101.2 1.62 DYNAMIC

VSD-25 14.4 14.1 115.5 1.85 101.0 1.62 DYNAMIC

VSD-31 14.3 14.0 124.9 2.00 109.4 1.75 DYNAMIC

TABLE 4.5.3 Summnary of V-series of tests performed on
Vicksburg loess.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Sail Type: Vicksburg Loess

SYMBOL TEST W ( Y) Yd (PCF)

VSS-21 10.0 101.0
VSS-22 10.2 101.0

0 -- VSS-23 12.3 100.8
VSS-24 12.9 100.2

- VSS-25 14.7 98.6

1 1 3

" ~/P!

n I
S~~/: I /"

RVER/G '/T'I %

% %/

/N

/- ,// /

z , .7" </'

2 i. // ,

7/!' / 1

0 1

I AVERAGE STRAIN, Y.

"• Figure 4.5.5 Static uniaxial strain response as a function of water content

for Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess

i C

SYMBOL TEST W () _Yd (PCF)

VSS-11 14.9 92.9
VSS-12 14.5 93.2
VSS-25 14.7 98.6

W vSS-31 13.7 109.7
vSS-32 14.4 109.0

Lfl

LAJ

vVRG , TRN %

--) I
Ln ;i I

denit for Vikbr loss Ve Ie

%/

S//

i '- * / / /

-J/

a.. .7

AVERAGE STRAIN, .-'

el Figure 4.5.6 Static uniaxial strain response as a function of dry

density for Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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strain response. The greater the dry density, the stiffer the material

response.

Figure 4.5.7 summarizes the results of five dynamic tests at

approximately the same dry density, but with the water content varied.

The scatter of the data prevents drawing a definitive conclusion about

how the water content affects the dynamic response. One would expect

an increase in water content to correspond to a softer response.

Figure 4.5.8 summarizes the results of four dynamic tests at a constant

water content, but with the density varied. A slight, but not

significant, stiffer response occurs as the density increases. Based

upon the static test results, a more drastic increase in loading rate

effects was expected for the submillisecond tests when the dry density

was increased.

Figures 4.5.9 thru 4.5.11 presents the results of comparisons

between static and dynamic uniaxial strain tests for a constant water

content, with density varied. As shown in Fig. 4.5.9, a significant

rate effect exists at this relatively loose state. Whereas, as shown

in Figs. 4.5.10 and 4.5.11, as the density increases, the rate effect

becomes less significant.

Figures 4.5.10, 4.5.12, and 4.5.13 are comparison plots of

dynamic and static tests for constant density with the water content

varied. Based on these results, no significant change between the

loading rate effects can be determined. A slight increase in ratio of

the dynamic-to-static modulus appears to occur for the higher water

contents at a constant density.

~ ~II 1.. .. .. .,.1..,....C..11.,..1....... 1111 "1"
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess

SYMBOL TEST W (%) Yd (PCF)

VSD-21 9.5 101.4
VSD-22 9.1 101.7

- -VSD-23 11.9 101.2

VSD-24 11.9 101.2
-VSD-25 14.3 101.0

,• I I

'Z1'

_/ {if"2// /

cn /, fo

/"

I / (,\ •

3 C

Figure 4.5.7 Dynamic uniaxial strain response as a function of water

content for Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soll Type: Vicksburg Loess

12BL TSW_% ALC

VSD-11 14.4 93.4
VSD-12 14.6 93.2

- -VSD-25 14.3 101.0

VSD-31 14.2 109.4

LJ

ITI
3 io 23

UVRRG ST1'N

Fiur 4..Iyai nailsri epnea ucino

dry dest fo ikbr/oes -eis
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Sail Type: Vicksburg Loess

L2 SYM13BO TEST W (%) &- (PCF)

--- VSS-11 14.9 92.9
-VSS-12 14.5 93.2

VSD-11 14.4 93.4
VSD-12 14.6 93.2

.Itl/1'
Lfl
a-

Lj.JRG STRN %

Fiue459 odn ae feto lo dest/hgwae
contnt Vcksbrg lessV-seies
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess

SYMBOL TEST W (%) Ydj (PCF)

VSD-25 14.3 101.0
10, VSS-25 14.7 98.6

G

/ J
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess

SYMBOL TES (A) Yd ( PCF)

;3VSD-31 14.2 109.4

VSS-31 13.7 109.7

VSS-32 14.4 109.0

tDr

STqN

Fiue .. 1 odigrteefct orhg dnit/ih ae
cotn ikbr.Les -eis
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess

12-

.SYMBQL TEST W (9) Yd (PCF)

VS11 9.00.
VSD-22 9.2 101.4

VSS-21 10.0 101.0
VSS-22 10.2 100.8

a

a-'

/ I,
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess

SYMBOL TEST W Y%)Vi (PCF)

VSD-23 119 101.2
VSD-24 11.9 101.2
VSS-23 12.3 100.8
VSS-24 12.9 100.2

rL1

I 5

-VRRI / F~N

Fiur 4..3Laigrteefcsfrnmna est/oi

wae/otn ikbugles -eis
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Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from these test

results. The static response is slightly affected by an increase in

water content. However, the effects of increasing water content for

dynamic tests are very small, if any. Any increase in density

significantly affects the static uniaxial strain response. A definite

increase in modulus occurs for dynamic tests as the density increases,

however the amount of stiffening isn't that significant.
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CHAPTER V

INTERPRETATION OF SUBMILLISECOND TEST RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

The reasons for and the implications of nonuniformities in stress

and strain over the depth of the sample during submillisecond uniaxial

strain tests have been addressed in Section 2.2. It is essential in

submillisecond testing to account for or minimize these nonuniformities

by either reducing the sample height so that the multiple reflection

technique is valid (see Section 2.2), limiting the rise time of the

pressure pulse, and/or interpreting the results as a wave propagation

experiment.

Since the submillisecond range was of particular interest for

this program, the rise time of the stress pulse was fixed. A specimen

cavity 0.5-in (1.27-cm) high was incorporated into the design of the

WES 0.1-msec device so that the multiple reflection technique would be

valid when testing into the submillisecond range. The multiple

reflection technique produced satisfactory results for the stiffer

materials when the 10-ksi (69-MPa) EBW caps were used to provide

loading. H1owever, this technique wasn't valid and did not provide a

satisfactory means for interpreting the true material response (1) for

133
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materials with relatively low moduli and hence slow wave

speeds (2) when the 20-ksi (137.9-MPa) EBW caps were used.

A submillisecond uniaxial strain test can be analyzed as a one-

dimensional plane wave propagation experiment. A one-dimensional plane

wave propagation computer program or code written at WES was used to

interpret true material stress-strain response from measurements of

applied pressure and average strain for the explosively loaded uniaxial

strain tests. This program, written by R. W. Meier (1984) and titled

ADLUD (Analysis of Dynamic Loading in a Uniaxial Strain Device), is

based upon a lumped parameter difference approximation; a detailed

description of this program is contained in Appendix C.

5.2 Wave Propagation Analysis of Submillisecond Data

The submillisecond results are presented in Appendix B as plots

of applied pressure at a transducer located at some point above the

sample surface versus time and average strain over the total sample

depth versus time. The original ADLUD code was written to use the

digitized pressure-time history and an assumed rate-independent

material response model to numerically compute time variations of

stress and strain within the simulated test specimen. The assumed

material response model could then be adjusted until the calculated

"measurements" matched those obtained in the laboratory as closely as

possible. Thus, rate dependency could only be inferred from the fact

that different "best fit" rate-independent stress-strain curves were

obtained for tests on the same material but with different applied

loadings. The ADLUD code was modified for this work to account for

'C
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rate dependent material behavior directly by incorporating a strain-

rate and strain-level dependent incremental constrained modulus model.

This model stiffens an inputted static response. Appendix C describes

how this model was incorporated into the computer code.

Semilog plots of the ratio of dynamic-to-static modulus as a

function of strain rate for different strain levels were made for all

tests where the loading rate was applied slow enough so that uniform

stress and strain conditions existed. This included all tests except

those performed in the WES 0.1-msec device using an explosive source.

These results are shown in Figs. 5.2.1 thru 5.2.4. The following

logarithmic relationship was fit to these data as a first approximation

for the rate dependent term:

M_ 1 + C1 ( log de + C2) (5-i)

MS dt

where: M0 = dynamic constrained modulus

Ms= static constrained modulus

C1, C2 = material constants

This relationship was placed in ADLUD.

For each test to be simulated, a static incremental stress-strain

curve was input and the actual loading pulse recorded during the test

was used to drive the code. Strain-rate dependency was accounted for

using Equation 5-i; strain-level dependency was accounted for by using

a simple linear function and a series of IF statements in the code.

Plots were then made of applied pressure versus average strain and

compared to those measured during the test. The C1 and C2 constants

M I - dN I . --. I,'..1
1id
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were adjusted along with the IF statements in the program until the lab

results were reproduced. This process was used for the Enewetak beach,

flume, and Yums clayey sands and the Vicksburg loess D-series tests.

The ADLUD-based interpretations of the true dynamic-to-static modulus

for these WES 0.1-asec tests are shown in Figs. 5.2.1 thru 5.2.4.

Since only two loading rates were used for the Vicksburg loess V-

series, IF statements were used to model the strain-rate as well as

the strain-level dependency. The Vicksburg loess V-series results are

presented on arithmetic plots of the dynamic-to-static modulus as a

function of water content and dry density in Figs. 5.2.5 and 5.2.6.

Typical laboratory measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of applied

pressure versus average strain are presented in Figs. 5.2.7 and 5.2.8.

The results presented in Fig. 5.2.7 are typical of those for a 10-ksi

(69-"iPs) EEW cap; whereas, those prevented in Fig. 5.2.8 are typical

for a 20-ksi (137-MNf) EBW cap. The ADLUD simulation for each of the

29 submillisecond tests conducted with the WES 0.1-msec device is

presented in Appendix D.

As previously discussed, the proximeter target separated from the

sample when the 20-kni (138-HPa) E£5 caps were used for loading. This

probably occured when the initial compression wave propagated back up

through the sample after being reflected at the rigid base and

impinged upon the bottom of the surface proximeter taraet. The ADLUD

simulations predict this behavior. The code predicts a stress increase

at a constant or decreasing value of strain at the point where the

',77' SIIi i~ 'AA
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SYMBOL STRAIN, 9

0 0-5
* 5-10

5 WaVg= 14.5

CMC

3

2

A

90 95 100 1 Ob 11011

Yd, pcf

Figure 5.2.6 Plot of dynamic-to-static modulus as a function of dry density

for Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand

TEST: CS2-06
MEASURED

PREDICTED -- -

ILI D

LL I

10 2

7-V.RGES~,N

usn a 10ks 20-~a BWcp
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand

18

TARGET

TEST: CS2-07 SEPARATES

MEASURED
15 PREDICTED -

U,

U /
IM

a-

-J

a-

Fiur 5.2. Tyia plt fALDpeitd n aoaoymau

--- n a- /0ks (18M& Wcp

L I.

/

0 t3I' 20 2

Figure 5.2.8 Typical plots of ADLIJD-predi'-ted and labotatory-measuredS~values of app~led pressure versus average strain for a test

us~rg a 20-ksi (138-MPa) EBW cap.
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target separates from the sample (see points noted in Fig. 5.2.8 and

applicable figures in Appendix D).

The ADLUD-predicted applied pressure versus average strain plots

were found to be very sensitive to the loading pulse used to drive the

simulation. When the actual loading pulses were used to drive the

program, the code did an excellent job of predicting the nuances of

each individual test. As shown by the results in Appendices B and D,

this type of approach must be used to correctly interpret the true

material response from measurements of applied pressure and average

strain for most of the submillisecond test results contained herein.
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CHAPTER VI

CONSTITUTIVE MODELS FOR PREDICTING

LOADING RATE EFFECTS

6.1 Introduction

In order to address the complex soil-structure interaction

problems associated with response of underground structures due to high

intensity transient loadings, mathematical representations of the

behavior of the surrounding earthen material must be developed for

computer simulations. These representations are referred to as

constitutive models. Numerous constitutive models incorporating

loading rate effects have been developed (Baladi and Rohani, 1982,

Katona, 1984, and Schreyer and Bean, 1985). Unfortunately, only

limited test data can be found in the literature for the wide variety

of loading rates needed to assess the accuracy of the various modeling

schemes.

Existing rate dependent models were found to be unsatisfactory in

modeling the material response obtained for the series of laboratory

tests reported herein because they do not accurately reproduce the

shape of the measured response (e.g., concave to the applied pressure

axis). Instead, their damping terms tend to produce concavity toward

the average strain axis. Therefore, a simple rate dependent,
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incremental constitutive model was developed to produce the desired

response. This constitutive equation stiffens the static uniaxial

strain response as a function of strain magnitude or level and the

strain rate created by the loading pulse. The details of this model

are presented in Section 6.2. A stress-level and stress-rate dependent

incremental model could be formulated using a similar modulus

stiffening scheme, as discussed in Section 6.3. Also as discussed in

Section 6.3, the one-dimensional strain-level and strain-rate dependent

modulus model presented in Section 6.2 can readily be extended to

three-dimensions.

6.2 One-Dimensional Strain and Strain-Rate Dependent Incremental Model

A one-dimensional, strain-level and strain-rate dependent

incremental modulus model was developed to stiffen the statically

determined stress-strain curves as a function of the strain rate. A

strain softening term was also incorporated into the model to account

for the reduced amount of stiffening that occurs at the higher strain

levels. This model is simply a mathematical relationship fitted to the

semilog plots of the ratio of the dynamic-to-static modulus as a

function of strain level and strain rate shown in Figs. 5.2.1 through

5.2.4. This relationship has the following form:

-ACX n -EXn
SM D/ MS = A - B e + D x e (6-1)

D S

where: MD - dynamic modulus for a given increment
MS - static modulus .
X - dC/ dt - strain rate (2 / msec)
A, B, C, D, E, n - material constants

lý A
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This equation can be expressed in terms of the dynamic modulus as:

MD A- Be-CX + DxnEXn] MS (6-2)

or

MD. S (i) MS (6-3)

where: S( 6) = strain-rate dependent stiffening function

The increase in modulus (MI ) can be expressed as:

MT=M -MsM Ms- S ) (6-4)
I D SIS S(64

or

H, = MS (S() -1) (6-5)

At the higher strain levels, a strain softening function (S(c))

is needed to decrease the amount of stiffening. This equation can be

expressed as a function of strain level:

S(C) 1 i G + 3 - 1 - G eH 1 (6-6)
2 [G+T 1 + G eH J

where: G, H = material constants

The S(E ) equation is a simple step function. At lower strain

levels, the equation is approximately equal to one. As the strain level

increases, the equation approaches a value of zero. By adjusting the

equation constants, the location of the step and its slope can be

adjusted.

Equations 6.4 and 6.6 can be combined to reflect the strain rate

stiffening and the strain softening at the higher strain values:

In %%
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M [P * S( ] + ME S (6-7)

where: M= predicted dynamic modulus

The eight material constants needed to fit Equation 6-7 for the

four soils tested, exclusive of the Vicksburg loess, V-series, are

presented in Table 6.2.1. Plots of the model predicted dynamic-to-

static modulus versus the laboratory-measured values are shown in Figs.

6.2.1 through 6.2.4. For some of the materials tested, a strain

softening type of behavior was not detected for the strain levels

achieved during this testing program. For these materials, S( E ) was

assumed to be one and is denoted in Table 6.1 by an asterisk for the

strain softening constants G and H.

The mathematical relationships presented can easily be

implemented into a one-dimensional wave propagation code. A static

material response can be inputted into the code, along with the strain

and strain rate dependent equations. Based upon laboratory

measurements, the appropriate material constants are developed for a

given soil type. Ideally, any type of loading pulse could then be used

to drive the program, and the material response would reflect the

loading rate effects. This methodology produces a more rational

approach than inputting one stress-strain curve and assuming that

response was representative of the dynamic behavior for all loading

rates.

I
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Enewetak Beach Flume Yuma Clayey Vicksburg
Sand Sand Sand Loess

Dry Unit 101.0 100.5 115.0 101.5
Weight

(pcf)

Water 5.0 5.5 3.5 11.5
Content
(M)

A 2.25 1.45 2.00 1.70

B 1.25 0.45 1.00 0.70

C 0.50 0.11 0.19 0.15

D 3.33 0.4' 1.10 1.09

E 2.04 1.00 1.1;0 1.00

n 0.31 0.Q0 n.60 0.70

G * 103,000 * l ,300

•I* I . *1.

* Denotes a value of 1.0 for the strain-softenIn- term, {E•

Table 6.2.1 Sumary of material constants for the one-dtmensional
strain and strain-rate modulus stiffening model.

.!,VW ~ %
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6.3 Potential for Development of Other Rate-Dependent Models

The equations presented for the strain-level and strain-rate

dependent model can easily be reformulated to produce a stress and

stress-rate dependent model. The basic form of Equations 6-1 through

6-7 would be maintained, however, the strain-level and strain-rate

terms would be replaced with stress-level and stress-rate terms,

respectively. Equations incorporating stress and stress-rate were not

developed herein because the equations of motion used in the one-

dimensional plane wave propagation scheme dictated that the rate-

dependent model be a function of strain or displacement.

The ultimate use of the results and models presented are to

contribute to the development of a three-dimensional rate-dependent

model. Numerous models have been developed as previously described.

However, none of the models operate on the modulus. Most three-

dimensional models operate on the strain, causing the basic shape of

the stress-strain curve (concave to the stress axis) not to be

preserved. If the loading rate effects on the shear strength and shear

modulus of a material can be assessed, an accurate three-dimensional

"rate-dependent modulus model could easily be developed.

F '



CHAPTER VII

COMPARISON OF FIELD TEST RESULTS WITH LABORATORY-BASED

MODEL PREDICTIONS

7.1 Introduction

Field tests are important to the design of underground protective

structures. Scaled models of these structures are instrumented and

placed in a controlled backfill, and conventional high explosives are

detonated near the structure. The results from these field events are

used to determine the response of various structural systems and

components to explosive-induced airblast and ground shock. If the

backfill is properly instrumented with stress and motion gauges, then

calculational analysis can be performed to deduce in situ material

properties from the gauge measurements. In many of these tests, a

large portion of the test bed is subjected to a state of vertical one-

dimensional compression for several milliseconds. Thus the backfill

property which governs gauge response during this period is uniaxial

strain compressibility. And just as with laboratory uniaxial strain

tests, these field experiments can be simulated with a one-dimensional

plane wave propagation code. Using the airblast pressure time history

measured during the field event as a driver for the simulation, a

uniaxial strain stress-strain response function is input and then

156
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adjusted until the calculated stress time histories mirror the

measurements obtained during the field event. !Jnfortu'iii.-ly, thiq

trial-and-error uniaxial strain response in differenrt for eac'i

.lifferent loading rate or rates generated Ct-irihout the test bel 1,v

the specific loading pulse appif&-( on the surface.

Data froll rwo recent high-explosive field tests., ine u1Rf1.: 'lume

sand and the other using Vicksburg, loess as backffll mnaterials, -I're

available for constitutive nodel valilation. The )ne-dtmenqional,

finite-difference comput tr program 11)-LAYER ('oltir, 198'Sý .1,;si n'iif ed

to incorporate the %train-level and strain-rate dependlent -r*o'imdus

stiffening mnodel descrihed in Cha,)ter VI fr the specifltz ,Hrpose of

riudie-tng these two field events. Suit'able field resit ts wer- tot

availabl.- for the other two bac'f ill materials. V)-LAYE R the iame

type of computational scheme presented in kppendfx '7 for ADLIP.

H4owever, the progrnm can be used to model numnerous s~oil lIayo-rs withI

variety of ioundary co~iitions.

7.2 Flume Sand Field Test Results

A field event was condIucted uslag flume sand aq Cie backfilll

ýnaterial (Windham, 1995). As shown in Fig. 7.2.1, the target values

for th'.e laboratory testing program of 100.5 pcf (1.61 glcc) for dry

density and 5.5 Z for water content are approximately equal to the as-

placed backfill conditions, especially for depths greater than 6 ft

(1.83 mn). Figure 7.2.2 shows the actual stres~q-time histories neo.mired

during the field event. Figure 7.2.3 presents the results of ID-LAYER

simulations using the modulus stiffening model and the laboratory-based

~ w. * ~ V*. %~~~* '..%
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Figure 7.2.2 Measured stress-time histories in the flume sand

backfill (from Windham, 1985).
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constants (Table 6.2.1) presented in Chapter VI. During this field

event, the surface gauges were destroyed; thus, the simulations

presented were performed using the average stress-time history recorded

at a depth of 1.5 ft (0.46 m) as a driver. Figure 7.2.4 presents the

postshot predictions using the trial-and-error technique of adjusting

the uniaxial strain response until the ID-LAYER simulations mirror the

field measurements. Figure 7.2.5 presents a iD-LAYER simulation using

the static material response as input. This figure is included to show

that the static response is too soft, which causes the slower arrival

time for the wave front when compared to the actual field results.

Figure 7.2.6 presents plots of the model-predicted uniaxial strain

response for the loading rate produced during the field event, the

trial-and-error best fit, and the static material response. Comparison

of the trial-and-error best fit with the laboratory-determined unlaxial

strain response shows that the laboratory-based model predictions are

too stiff initially. This stiffer response causes the waves to

propagate faster than those measured during the field event. As shown

in Fig. 7.2.6, the model increases the modulus by about 45 % initially

(0 to 5 % range). The trial-and-error best fit only increases the

modulus by about 20 % over that same range.

7.3 Vicksburg Loess Field Test Results

A field event was conducted using Vicksburg loess as the backfill

•-• material (Green, 1986c). The properties of the backfill are shown in

Fig. 7.3.1. The laboratory investigation for the Vicksburg loess,

D-series of tests was conducted with target values for dry density of

y 0,
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Uintaxial Strain Results
SCoIl Type: F lume Sand
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101.5 pcf (1.63 g/cc) at a water content of 11.5 %, which are

reasonably representative of the average as-placed conditions for the

backfill.

Figure 7.3.2 shows the actual stress-time histories measured

during the event. Figure 7.3.3 presents the results of a ID-LAYER

simulation using the modulus stiffening model and laboratory-based

constants (Table 6.2.1) presented in Chapter VI. Figure 7.3.4 presents

the postshot predictions using the trial-and-error technique of

adjusting the uniaxial strain response until the computer simulations

reproduce the field measurements. Figure 7.3.5 presents a 1D-LAYER

simulation using the static material response. An average of the

stress-time histories measured at a depth of 0.5 ft. was used to drive

the simulations presented in Figs. 7.3.3 thru 7.3.5. Figure 7.3.6

presents plots of the model-predicted uniaxial strain response for the

loading rate generated by the event, the trial-and-error best fit, and

the static uniaxial strain response.

Figure 7.3.3 shows that the computer simulation based upon the

modulus stiffening model closely mirrors the measured results. The

rate-dependent model increases the modulus about 70 % for the loading

rates generated by the field event. If the static material response

was used without incorporating some type of rate effect model, the

:esults presented in Fig. 7.3.5 would be predicted. Like the flume

sand, the static response is too soft. For the Vicksburg loess field

event, the rate-dependent modulus model accurately predicts the true

material response.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure 7.3.6 Comparison of stress-strain curves obtained from the

modulus stiffened model, the trial-and-error best fit,

and the static uniaxial strain response fcr

Vicksburg loess.
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REANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED SUBMILLISECOND

TEST RESULTS

8.1 Introduction

Test results have been presented showing that, as the rise time to

peak of large transient pressures approaches the submillisecond range,

the shape of the uniaxial strain stress-strain curve is not drastically

affected. On the other hand, the uniaxial strain test results published

by Jackson, et al., (1979) showed a drastic stiffening of the initial

response when the rise time to peak pressure approached the

submillisecond range. The submillisecond tests presented in 1979

showed stress-strain curves with initial curvature concave to the

strain axis for the FH2 backfill material. Those results do not

resemble the stress-strain curve deduced from measurements obtained in

the field for the same material; the basic shape of the initial portion

of the field-deduced stress-strain curve was concave to the stress

axis. The discrepancies between the two programs should be resolved.

The device used for the results presented herein contained some

major improvements over the device described by Jack3on, et al., (1979).

These improvements provided for more accurate and consistent

measurements. The major improvements were:

172
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1) A more accurate and reliable axial deformation measurement

system was incorporated into the design of the WES 0.1-msec device.

The device described by Jackson, et al., (1979) used an LVDT measuring

system (see Fig. 3.1.1). A signal conditioning system had to be built

at WES to provide the response needed to make dynamic measurements for

that device. The accuracy of the signal conditioning equipment was not

verified under actual conditions. Another problem with the axial

deformation system was the support tripod used for the LVDT. This

tripod could create enough turbulence in the fluid to prevent uniform

loading over the sample surface. An additional problem was that the

LVDTs were often destroyed by the pressure pulse. Lastly, and most

importantly, were the effects of the large footing mass resting on the

top of the soil sample. An LVDT with a large footing mass could have

prevented the axial deformation system from tracking the true surface

displacement of the sample. All of these problems were eliminated by

using the proximeter described in Chapter III.

2) A new data acquisition system was installed to provide higher

resolution plots of stress, strain, and time. Typically, this new data

acquisition system used for the results contained herein provides over

200 points when describing one cycle of a submillisecond uniaxial

strain test, whereas the uniaxial strain results presented by Jackson,

et al., (1979) were based on about 30 points or less.

The other major difference between the results published in 1979

and those contained herein is the analysis procedure used for

submillisecond data interpretation. The one-dimensional wave

propagation analyses published in 1979 were based on an assumed three-

. . .4 '.
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element rheologic model. A massless LVDT footing was also assumed.

Also, the pressure is measured at some point above the sample surface

during the test. The effects of this offset were not modeled in the

1979 analysis.

Section 8.2 presents a reanalysis of the data published in 1979.

Using the data interpretation techniques presented herein, the

discrepancies between the two sets of data can be resolved.

8.2 Reanalysis of 1979 Submillisecond Test Results

In his development of the ADLUD code, Meier (1984) reanalyzed the

1979 data. His conclusions were that the LVDT footing mass of 50 gms

did not track the surface displacement in the initial portion of the

test due to inertia. The analysis presented herein is essentially that

analysis reproduced in greater detail using an updated version of the

ADLUD code.

The FH2 backfill material referred to in Figure 8.2.1 was taken

from the same source as the flume sand results presented herein. Tests

FH2-D6 and FH2-D11 from Fig. 8.2.1 were reanalyzed using the same

procedures as discussed in Chapter V. The actual loading pulses were

digitized from the original test records and used to drive the

simulations. These loading pulses are shown in Fig. 8.2.2. Figure

8.2.3 shows the actual test metsurements for these two tests plotted in

the form of applied pressure at the pressure cell location versus

average strain calculated from deflection of the LVDT footing on the

sample surface.

4 1 1
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Figure 8.2.1 Uniaxial strain response of FH2 backfill material

(from Jackson, et al., 1979).
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure 8.2.2 Stress-time histories for tests FH2-D6 and FH2-DII.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Flume Sand
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F i.ure 8 .2.3 Uniaxial strain results for flume sand (from Chapter IV)

and FH2 backfill (from Jackson, et al., 1979).
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The loading pulses shown in Fig. 8.2.2 yield some insight into

why the associated stress-strain results may not be representative of

the true material response. Test FH2-D6 takes about 0.2 msec to reach

a value of 0.3 ksi (2.1 MPa) and an additional 0.27 msec to reach 4.0

ksi (27.6 MPa); whereas, Test FH2-D11 takes about 0.09 msec to reach

0.3 ksi (2.1 MPa) and an additional 0.23 msec to reach 4.0 ksi (27.6

MPa). Basically, the only difference between these two loading pulses

is the long lead time for test FH2-D6. The loading pulses generate

nearly the same loading rates after 0.3 ksi (2.1 MPa); yet, the

responses measured are drastically different.

Meier (1984) reported that the LVDT footing (see Figs. 3.1.1 and

3.4.4) used to measure axial deformation weighed approximately 50 3Ps.

For an LVDT footing to be that massive, it would have to have been

constructed of stainless steel instead of an aluminum footing assembly,

which weighs about 12 gins. Since some questions exist as to uhether

stainless steel or aluminum LVDT footing was used, all analyses are

performed for both the stainless steel and aluminum footings.

Figure 8.2.4 presents a plot of measured applied pressure versus

calculated LVDT footing displacement plotted in terms of average strain

for the two footings. This plot was obtained using ADLUD. The

pressure time history was converted to a force time history by

multiplying pressure at the sample surface by the area of the LVDT

footing. This force was divided by the mass of the footing to obtain

an acceleration time history for the footing. This is simply Newton's

second law of motion. The acceleration time history was intergrated

11 1 IN
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure 8.2.4 plot of calculated LVDT footing displacement versus

measured applied pressure for tests FH2-D6 and

FH2-DLI.
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twice to obtain a displacement-time history. The calculated

displacement-time histories can be compared with the measured

displacements to determine whether the actual soil response is being

measured or the LVDT is lagging behind the actual surface displacement.

The FH2 backfill material was tested at a dry unit weight of

102.7 pcf (1.646 g/cc); whereas, the flume sand results contained

herein were tested at 100.5 pcf (1.611 g/cc). Also, a slight

difference in water content between the two test programs existed. The

FH2 material was tested at 3.2 %; whereas, the flume sand was tested at

5.5 %. As shown in Fig. 8.2.3, the static material response measured

in 1979 and those contained herein for flume sand are significantly

different. A comparison of the grain-size distributions shows that the

two materials are nearly identical. The flume sand static test results

from Chapter IV shown in Fig. 8.2.3 agree with those published by Green

(1986a). Both the flume sand and FH2 material static response curves

shown in Fig. 8.2.3 are used in the ADLUD reanalysis of Tests FH2-D6

and FH2-D11.

Figure 8.2.5 presents plots of applied pressure at the pressure

cell versus average strain for test FH2-D6, ADLUD predictions based

upon static test FH2-S2 with an increase in modulus of 160 %

to account for rate dependency, and the applied pressure at the

pressure cell versus average strain based on calculated LVDT footing

displacement for 12- and 50-gSm footings. As shown by this plot, the

LVDT system should track the surface displacement.

,M B
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Sail Type: Flume Sand
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Figure 8.2.5 Laboratory measurement of applied pressure versus

average strain, ADLUD prediction using stiffened

FH2 static response, and two possible LVDT footing

responses for test FH2-D6.I
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Figure 8.2.6 presents a plot of the results for test FH2-D6 and

the ADLUD predictions based upon the laboratory results and rate

dependent model described in Chapter VI. The model produces about a

45 % increase in modulus of the flume sand static response. As shown

in Fig. 8.2.6, the ADLUD predictions using the strain and strain rate

dependent modulus model nearly reproduce the test measurements.

Figure 8.2.7 presents a plot of the actual results for test FH2-

Dll, ADLUD predictions using a 160 % increase in modulus of the FH2

static material response, and the applied pressure at the pressure cell

versus footing response for 12- and 50-gm LVDT footings. Figure 8.2.8

presents a plot of the actual test results for test FH2-D1l and an

ADLUD prediction using the strain-level and strain-rate dependent

modulus model described in Chapter VI but adjusted to account for lag

in the initial response due to a 50 g11 LVDT footing. As shown in Figs.

8.2.7 Rnd 8.2.8, if the LVDT footing mass was 50 gms, the footing would

not track the initial displacement foi test FH2-DII. At a value of

about 2.0 ksi (13.8 MPa), the footing would overtake the soil and

record the actual surface displacements.

It has been shown that the discrepancies between the 1979 and

1986 submillisecond results can be explained by accounting for the

actual location of the pressure cell, accounting for the inertia due to

the mass of the LVDT footing, using a better defined static uniaxial

strain response curve, and by using the rate dependent modeling

formulation developed herein rather than the lumped-parameter rheologic

model. The results presented by Jackson, et al., (1979) are plotted in

terms of static-to-dynamic strain ratio at 10 MPa (1.45 ksi) versus

.r If '. W L, A 1A 0 - r I' F,
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soll Type: Flume Sand
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Figure 8.2.6 Laboratory measurement of applied pressure versus

average strain fo- test FH2-D6 and ADLUD

prediction using rate-dependent model for flume

sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure 8.2.7 Laboratory measurement of applied pressure versus

average strain, ADLUD prediction using stiffened

FH2 static G-E curve, and two possible footing

responses for test FH2-D11.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure 8.2.8 Laboratory measurement of applied pressure versus

average strain for test FH2-DLI and ADLUD prediction

using rate-dependent model for flume sand coupled

with 5O-gm LVDT footing response.
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loading time to 10 MPa (1.45 ksi). Those results are probably still

accurate for loading times to 10 MPa (1.45 ksi) greater than about 0.3

m sec. I

M
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

9.1 Summary

The purposes of this project were to determine whether a

significant stiffening of soil uniaxial strain compressibility occurred

when the time to peak pressure approached the submillisecond range for

large transient loads, to investigate the effects of changes in soil

water content and dry density on the magnitude of this stiffening, and

to address the validity and accuracy of existing rate-dependent

constitutive models to describe this stiffening response. Initially,

samples were to be tested at two loading rates, i.e., static (minutes

to peak pressure) and dynamic (submilliseconds to peak pressure). As

the project developed, its scope was redefined to incorporate testing

at a wider variety loading rates in order to provide more data for

development of rate-dependent models. Although, some data were

obtained to investigate the effects of water content and dry density on

the magnitude of the rate effects, the majority of the laboratory

measurements were obtained from tests on samples remolded to a single

predetermined combination of water content and dry density for each

soil type.
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An explosive-loaded laboratory uniaxial strain test device was

developed at WES in 1977 to study the compressibility of soils under

high-pressure loadings with submillisecond rise times. A modified, and

presumably improved version, was fabricated in 1984. This second-

generation device incorporated a proximeter-type of axial deformation

measurement system that would hopefully overcome the deficiencies of

the orginal LVDT-type measurement system. Debugging and calibrating

the proximeter axial deformation measurement system and the associated

electronics, developing detailed sample preparation and overall test

procedures, and preparing the computer programs needed to record the

test results in a digital format as well as reduce and plot the data,

constituted a major portion of the project. Data obtained with this

new WES 0.1-msec uniaxial strain test device was supplemented with

supermillisecond and static test data obtained with a state-of-the-art

production type device, which allowed assessment of soil

compressibility for a wide range of loading rates. These two test

devices required the use of three load application systems, two data

acquisition systems, and the development of numerous data acquisition

and processing programs.

Four soils (two clean sands, a clayey sand, and a silty clay) were

chosen for testing because of the vast amounts of data already

available concerning their mechanical behavior under both laboratory

and field conditions, the wide spectrum of soil types they represented,

and their importance to defense-related projects. Laboratory test

values of water content and dry density were matched to actual field

conditions. The silty clay material was also used to assess the
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effects of water content and dry density on uniaxial strain response at

two loading rates, static and submillisecond.

For each of the four soils tested, grain-crushing characteristics

are assessed by comparisons of pretest and posttest grain-size

analyses. The physical properties needed to describe each of these

"materials is also presented in the form of petrographic analyses,

minimum and maximum relative density or Proctor compaction data,

Atterberg limits where applicable, and specific gravity determinations.

Based on an analysis of the static and supermillisecond test

results, a strain-level and strain-rate dependent incremental modulus

model was developed for uniaxial strain compression. This model uses

the static uniaxial strain response as a base, then adjusts the

response using a series of constants developed from the laboratory

results that are functions of strain level and strain rate. Under

applied loadings with submillisecond rise times, however, highly

nonuniform stresses and strains are generated within the uniaxial

strain test specimens due to wave reflection and refraction at the

bottom-rigid and top-fluid boundaries. To correctly interpret the true

soil stress-strain response from these test results, computer simula-

tions were performed with a one-dimensional plane wave propagation

program or code. An existing code that had been written specifically

to simulate the WES uniaxial strain test configuration was modified to
incorporate the new loading-rate dependent soil model. This code was

then used to numerically simulate all of the submillisecond tests.

From these computer simulations, the true submillisecond uniaxial

strain responses of the four soil materials were deduced.

N
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The model was also implemented into a one-dimensional plane wave

code used for calculating ground shock environments for explosive

events. To validate the rate-dependent model, calculations were

performed to simulate actual field test events involving two of the

four soils tested in the laboratory. Following this validation,

previously published submillisecond test results were reanalyzed using

the rate-dependent model formulation.

9.2 Conclusions

Based upon the results of the laboratory tests and on comparisons

with field test results, a significant stiffening of soil uniaxial

strain loading moduli does not occur under large impulse-type loadings

with times to peak pressure of less than a millisecond, as speculated

by some researchers. However, results did show that a small increase

in modulus occurs for progressively faster loading rates for the range

of rates tested. Increases in moduli ranging from 45 to 125 % were

determined for the four soils tested at their field values of water

content and density. Some Vicksburg loess/V-series test results

showed increases in moduli of greater than 125 %, but the density at

which these tests were performed does not exist in the field.

The tests performed to study the effects of water content and dry

density variations on the magnitude of the rate effects for the silty

clay material (Vicksburg loess/V-series) indicated that, for a very

dense sample (yd - 124.8 pcf or 2.0 g/cc), a rate effect could not be

detected. However, for the same material at the same water content

(14.5 %), but in a looser state (Yd 106.7 pcf or 1.71 g/cc), an

-e vot
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increase in modulus of 300 % or greater could be obtained. Hence,

variations in density can significantly affect the magnitude of the

rate effect. Increasing the water content of the silty clay material

caused a slightly softer static response. For submillisecond loadings,

a definitive conclusion concerning rate effects as a function of water

content could not be made due to scatter in the submillisecond data.

Results from both static and dynamic seem to indicate, however, that as

water content increases, compressibility increases.

Several important items concerning uniaxial strain testing were

learned while performing the work contained herein:

1) The rate at which a load is applied, even in the static range, can

be important, especially for materials that exhibit significant grain

crushing (see Fig. 4.2.3). A standard should be adopted that

designates a specific loading rate as "static". A standard loading

rate would allow for more accurate comparisons of "static" measurements

obtained from different laboratories or even from different test

devices. As a minimum, the time to peak pressure should be reported.

2) The sample preparation techniques that are used can influence

uniaxial strain response. The number of lifts and the method of

compaction (jacking the sample or compaction with a tarmping rod) are

especially crucial to obtaining reproducible res.lts. Unfortunately,

the workability of the material often dictates the construction

methods. This makes development of a set of standard sample

preparation techniques difficult. If accurate and reproducible

laboratory measurements are to be obtained, the problem of variations

in sample preparation must be addressed.

IN-l, ýR
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3) Test results have shown that the height of the specimen can affect

the uniaxial strain response due to sidewall friction (Farr, 1986).

For samples with diameter-to-height ratios of 5 or greater, the amount

of stress reduction is insignificant. However, uniaxial strain tests

with 2-in.- (5.08-cm-) high specimens that have a diameter-to-height

ratio of 2.5 or less are often performed. These tests can produce

transmission ratios (load at the base of the sample divided by the load

at the sample surface) of 0.7 or less.

Some means of verification of the results was needed to establish

the credibility of the present work, This was accomplished by using

the laboratory measurements and a rate-dependent model to numerically

reproduce field events at two sites. Comparisons between the predicted

and actual results were favorable. For the Vicksburg loess field

event, the laboratory based unlaxial strain response predicted by the

modulus stiffening model was almost identical to the material response

interpreted from the field test data. For the flume sand field event,

the increase in the static modulus interpreted from the field event was

on the order of 25 %, while the laboratory-based model predicted an

increase in modulus of about 45 %. The dtfference between these two

values can probably be attributed to the amount of data scatter in the

submillisecond test results. Sample preparation techniques that

produced a stiffer response than in the field and/or sidewall friction

could have contributed to this scatter. The field-determined and

laboratory-based curves are qualitatively similar.

In an effort to add further credibility to the present work,

INI

the previously published subllisecond test results were reanalyzed.
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Several potential sources of error associated with the 1979 test

results were identified. The true material behavior was shown to be a

progressive stiffening of the uniaxial strain response as the loading

rate increased, even into the submillisecond range.

General conclusions regarding rate effects as a function of grain

size, material type, density, water content, grain crushing, etc., are

difficult to make since it was not the goal of this project to

investigate their specific effects. However, some general conclusions

regarding loading rate effects can be made based on this work:

1) Rate effects must be considered in ground shock studies.

Laboratory and field measurements have shown that rate effects can

increase the constrained modulus by 100 % or more for most

soils even at partially saturated or dry conditions. As some point,

usually between 5 and 10 Z strain, the increase in modulus is very

small and remains insignificant over the remainder of the test.

2) Creep phenomena are important to the uniaxial strain response of

soil, even for dynamic testing. As shown in Chapter IV, the soils

creeped under transient loads with short-duration hold times. Creep

effects are usually not important for ground shock studies; however, a

soil model describing all aspects of uniaxial strain behavior should

include a creep term.

3) Submillsecond laboratory test results were probably not required to

predict the behavior of the four materials tested. The results

contained herein indicate that the increase in modulus due to rate

effects tends to level off or slowly increase as the time to peak

pressure approaches the submillisecond range. The fastest loading rate
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produced by the ram-type loaders (3 msec to a peak pressure of 20,000

psi, or 138 MPa) would have produced an increase in modulus similar to

that interpreted from the two field events.

9.3 Recommendations For Further Research

The tools and technology now exist to deduce the uniaxial strain

behavior of partially saturated soils subjected to large transient

loadings in the laboratory. A wealth of data already exists that could

be supplemented with a few submillisecond tests and compared with the

field-determined uniaxial strain response using the techniques

described herein. If needed, further research should be then directed

towards refining the methods presented herein. If accurate techniques

can be developed to measure the "true" uniaxial strain response in the

laboratory, field events would no longer be needed to deduce the

response of the soil.

In the area of laboratory measurements, further research should

be directed toward developing a third-generation submillisecond test

device based on the design of the WES 0.1-msec device. This test

device should be designed to include:

1) The capability to test thicker specimens. The 0.5-in- (1.27-cm-)

high chamber used for this research study is impractical for testing

undisturbed samples and coarser materials.

2) The capability to measure load or pressure at both the top and the

bottom of the test specimens. This type of configuration would serve

two purposes. First, stress-time histories at the surface and base of

the sample would provide more information about wave propagation within
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the specimen. This would help in performing the model fits. Secondly,

some insight into the amount of axial stress reduction created by

sidewall friction would be obtained.

3) A better axial deformation measuring system. The proximeter system

described in Chapter III is suitable for research work. However, the

problems of rezeroing the electronics (which requires recalibration of

the device after each test) and manually applying the calibration

steps, makes the device unacceptable for production-type testing. At

present an alternative measuring system cannot be recommended.

4) The capability of applying loads with either EBW caps or an

externally driven ram. The WES 0.1-msec device was designed only to

test into the submillisecond range using an explosive loading system.

Modifications to the device allowed for static testing. However, an

additional test device was required for all tests at intermediate

loading rates. A device capable of being used for all of the loading

rates used for this work would eliminate the problem of producing

identical results between two different test devices.

In the area of data analysis, additional research should be

directed toward developing a three-dimensional rate dependent

constitutive model that incorporates the creep phenomena observed

herein. The strain-level and strain-rate dependent incremental modulus

model seems to be suitable for extension to three-dimensions. A series

of submillisecond triaxial compression tests are presently being

performed and analyzed by WES; these and/or other test results defining

loading rate effects on shear modulus and shear strength are needed to

develop a three-dimensional rate-dependent model.
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APPENDIX A

DATA SMOOTHING TECHNIQUE

Most measurement systems are subject to artificial noise due to

unregulated power supplies, amplifying systems, resolution of the

measuring device, sampling frequency of the device, etc. To

objectively compare tests and/or normalize the data, this noise should

be filtered out in order to smooth the data. For a uniaxial strain

test, the artificial noise can mask the true material response. Figure

A.1 presents a plot of the "raw" uniaxial strain test data along with a

plot for the same test after smoothing. As shown in Figure A.1, the

smoothed test is easier to interpret and probably more indicative of

the true values of applied pressure and average strain produced during

the test.

A technique developed by Baladi and Barnes (1983) was used to

filter the data. This technique is based on the concept of a marching

mean square. If the measured value of the i th data point is expressed

as Y (X. ), the corresponding filtered point, Yf (X ), can bem i

expressed as:

(k=i+ Ayf(X) Y2 (Xk (A-1)
fki n-il E m k

-=* i
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand

6
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Figure A.1 Typical plot of smoothed and laboratory-measured values

of applied pressure and average strain.
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Where n-I is the window over which the marching mean square is taken.

Note that (n-0)/2 is the number of points to the left or right of the i

th point and that n must be an odd integer greater than or equal to 3.

The n value can be used to control the degree of filtering. If the

size of the window is increased, the degree of filtering becomes

greater, producing a smoother plot of applied pressure versus average

strain. This filtering technique proved to be invaluable in producing

plots for data interpretation and normalization.

94_ T
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APPENDIX B

UNIAXIAL STRAIN TEST RESULTS

This Appendix contains the results of the 93 uniaxial strain

tests performed during this work. These results are summarized in

Chapter IV. The test conditions (dry density and water content) for

these tests are also presented in Chapter IV. Each test is presented

as plots of applied pressure verus average strain, applied pressure

versus time, and average strain versus time.

9I
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Uni axial Strain Results

SoilI Type : Enewet ak Beach Sand
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Figure B.1 Static uniaxial strain results for tests performedI

in the PPUX device tests in the PPUX device on

Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

So I Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.2 Pressure versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the PPUX device on

Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axial Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Uni axi a] Strain Results
Soi I Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figuire B.4 Static uniaxial strain results for tests performed

in the WES 0.1-msec device on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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II Figure B.6 Strain versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the WES O.l-msec device on

;• Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.7 Fast static uniaxial strain results for tests

performed in the PPUX device on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Eneujetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.8 Pressure versus time plots for the fast static

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PP!JX device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Untaxial Strain Results

So I Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.9 Strain versus time plots for the fast static

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Eriewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.10 Slow static uniaxial strain results for tests

performed in the WES O.l-msec device on Enewetak

beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.11 Pressure versus time plots for the slow static

uniaxial strain tests performed in the WES O.1-msec

device on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axial Strain Results
SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.12 Strain versus time plots for the slow static

uniaxial strain tests performed in the W..S O.l-msec

device on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axi a] Strain Results
Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.13 Slow dynamic uniaxial strain resul:s for tests

performed in the PPUX device on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axial Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.l4 Pressure versus time plots for the slow dynamic

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axial Strain Results

So i Type: Enewe tak Beach Sand
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Figure B.15 Strain versus time plots for the slow dynamic

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axi a] Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Uniaxial Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.17 Pressure versus time plots for the dynamic

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni ax ial Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Sail Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.19 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests CS2-04,

-05, and -06 performed in the WES 0.l-msec device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach- Sand
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Un iax ia] Strain ResulIts
SoilI Type: Enewet ak Beach Sand
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Figure B.21 Strain versus time plots for the dynamic uniaxial

strain tests CS2-04, -05, and -06 performed in the

WES O.1-msec device on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axial Strain Resu~lts
Soi I Type: Enewetak BeacH. Sand
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Uniaxi al Strain Results

SoiI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.23 Pressure versus time plots for the dynamic

uniaxial st,-ain tests CS2-07 and -08 performed in

the WES 0. l-msec device on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Uni axial Strain Results
Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.26 Pressure versus time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Sail Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.27 Pressure rise time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPIJX device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axi a] Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewet ak Beach Sand
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Figure B.28 Strain versus time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial Strain tests perfor~ied in the PPUX device

on Enevetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure B.29 Strain rise time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial-strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Flume Sand
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I Figure B.30 Static uniaxial strain results for tests performed
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Figure B.32 Strain versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the PPUX device on flume

sand.
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Figure B.3 Static uniaxial strain results for tests performed
S~in the WES O.l-msec device on flume sand.
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Figure B.34 Pressure versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the WES O.l-msec device

on flume sand.
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Figure B.35 Strain versus time plots for the staitic uniaxA1i

strain tests performed in the WES O.1-msec devic.'

on flume sand.
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Figure B.39 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests performed

in the PPUX device on flume sand.
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F'igure B.41 Pressure versus time plots for dynamic uniaxial
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Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure B.44 Strain versus time plots for dynamic uniaxial

strain tests FS2-05, - 6, and -07 performed in the

WES 0.l-msec device on flume sand.
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Figure B.47 Strain versus time plots for dynamic uniaxial

stiain tests FS2-08 and -09 performed in the WES

0.1-msec devic~e on flume sand.
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Figure B.48 Static uniaxial. strain results for tests performed

in the PPUX device on Yuma clayey sand.
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Figure B.49 Pressure versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the PPUX device on Yuma

clayey sand.
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Figure B.50 Strain versus time plots for the Static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the PPIJX device on Yuma

clayey sand.
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Figure B.52 Pressure versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the WES O.1-msec device

on Yuma clayey sand.
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Figure B.53 Strain versus time plot for the static uniaxiaI.-

strain tests performed in the WE's O.1-msec device

on Yuma clayey sand.
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Soi I Type: Yuma ClIayey Sand
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Figure B.55 Pressure versus time plots for the slow dynamic

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Yuma clayey sand.
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Figure B.56 Strain versus time plots for the slow dynamic
uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Yuma clayey sand.
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uiniaxial Strain Results
Soi I Type: Yuma C Iayey Sand
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Figure B.59 Strain versus time plots for the dynamic uniaxial

strain tests performed in the PPUX device on Yuma

clayey sand.
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Figure B.60 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests YS2-04

and -05 perform-d in the WES O.1-msec device on

Yuma clayey sand.
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Figure B.61 Pressure versus time plots for dynamic uniaxial

strain tests YS2-04 and -0, performed in the WES

O.1-msec device on Yuma clayey sand.
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Figure B.62 Strain versus time plots for dynamic uniaxial

strain tests YS2-04 and -05 performed in the WES

0.l-msec device on Yuma clayey sand.
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Figure B.6( Static uniaxial strain results for tests performed

in the PPUX device on Vicksburg loess, D-'-eries.
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Figure B.67 Pressure versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the PPUX device on 9

Vicksburg loess. D-series.I
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Figure B.68 Strain versus time plots for the static uniaxialU

strain tests performed in the PPUX device on

Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.69 Static uniaxial strain results for tests performed

S~in the WES O.1-msec de~ice device on Vicksburg

Sloess, D-series.
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Figure B.71 Strain versus time plots for the static uniaxial

strain tests performed in the WES O.l-msec device

on Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.72 Slow dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests

performed in the PPUX device on Vicksburg loess,

D-series.
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Figure B.73 Pressure versus time plots for the slow dynamic

uniaxial. strain tests performed in the PPUX device
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Figure B.74 Strain versus time plot for the slow dynamic

uniaxial -strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Vicksburg loess, D-series. I
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Figure B.75 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests performed Py

in the PPLJX device ont Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.76 Pressure versus time plots for the dynamic

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.77 Strain versus time plots for the dynamic uniaxial

strain tests performed in the PPUX device on

Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.78 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests DS2-04,

-05, -06, -07, and -08 performed in the WES 0.1-

msec device on Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.80 Strain versus time plots for the dynamic uniaxial-

strain tests DS2-04, -05, -06, -07, and -08

performed in the WES 0.1-msec device on Vicksburg

loess, D-series.
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Figure B.81 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests DS2-09

and -10 performed in the WES O.1-msec device on

Vicksburg loess. D-series.
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Figure B.83 Strain versus time plots for dynamic uniaxial

strain tests DSZ-09 and -10 performed in the WES

O.1-msec device on Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.84 Dynamic creep uniaxial strain results for tests

performed in the PPUX device on Vicksburg loess,

D-series.
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Figure B.85 Pressure versus time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Vicksburg loess. D-series.
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Figure B.86 Pressure rise time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.87 Strain versus time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure 8.88 Strain rise time plots for the dynamic creep

uniaxial strain tests performed in the PPUX device

on Vicksburg loess, D-series.
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Figure B.89 Static uniaxial strain results for tests VSS-11,

-12, -21, -22, and -23 performed in the WES 0.1-

msec device on Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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Figure B.90 Pressure versus time plots for static uniaxial-

strain tests VSS-11, -12, -21, -22, and -23

performed in the WES 0.1-msec device on Vicksburg

loess, V-series.
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Figure B.91 Strain versus tine plots for static uniaxial strain

tests VSS-1l, -12, -21, -22, and -23 performed in

the WES O.1-msec device on Vicksburg loess,

V-series.
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Figure B.92 Static uniaxial strain results for tests VSS-24,

-25, -31, and -32 performed in the WES O.1-msec

device on Vicksburg loess, V-series.I
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Figure B.94 Strain versus time plots for static uniaxial strain

tests VSS-24, -25, -31, and -32 performed in the

WES 0. l-msec device on Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vlcksburg Loess
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Figure B.95 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests VSD-l1,

-12, -21, and -22 performed in the WES O.l-msec Idevice on Vicksburg bess, V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
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Uniaxial Strain Results
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Uniaxial Strain Results
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Figure B.98 Dynamic uniaxial strain results for tests VSD-23,

-24, -25, and -31 performed in the WES O.l-msec

device on Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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Uniaxtal Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure B.99 Pressure versus time plots for dynamic uniaxial

strain tests VSD-23, -24, -25, and -31 performed in

the WES 0.1-msec device on Vicksburg loess,

V-series.
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Uniaxtal Strain Results
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF ADLUD COMPUTER PROGRAM

The one-dimensional, finite-difference code ADLUD was developed

by Meier (1984) to analyze the results from dynamic uniaxial strain

tests. The original version of the program was updated to include a

rate-dependent incremental stiffening modulus model and a more

efficient numerical computation scheme.

A continuous medium can be modeled by a series of masses

interconnected by springs. The springs are used to represent the

constitutive properties of the material being modeled. This type of

model is often referred to as a lumped-parameter model and can be

readily solved using numerical methods.

The ADLUD code simulates the conditions within the WES 0.1-msec

device by incorporating a fluid layer overlying a soil layer resting on

a rigid boundary. The fluid layer must be modeled to account for the

distance between the transducer and the top of the soil sample. This

distance creates a time lag between the measured pressure and the

actual pressure applied at the sample surface (see Fig. 2.2.3). The

base of the soil container is accounted for by treating the bottom of

the finite difference grid as a rigid (totally reflective) boundary.

11 11 111 1,1 1 1 1 1111 1 F II, IN 1 111 IIIle1
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The computer code ADLUD uses a fixed double computational grid

consisting of mass and stress nodes as shown in Fig. C.1. All particle

motions (accelerations, velocities, and displacements) occur at the

mass points. Stresses and strains are defined at points midway between

the mass points which are referred to as stress points.

The program ADLUD uses simple one-dimensional wave propagation

theory. An element loaded in one-dimensional compression can be

represented as shown in Fig. C.2. Applying Newton's second law of k

motion yields: .-.

F = m a = m d2u (C-1)

dt
2

where: F = force ,.
m = mass of the element
a = acceleration of the element
u = displacement in the z direction
t - time

By summing the forces shown on the element in Fig. C.2, Eq. C-i can be

rewritten as:

- pA dz d 2u a ( + do dz ) -A a -

dt2 dz

d]g(C-2)

p g A dz

where: p = mass density of the element
A = cross-sectional area of the element
g = gravity constant

Equation C-2 reduces to:

a -, d -i do + g (C-3)

dt p dz

where: u-velocity in the z direction
I% ."V

-a.'?
I- m'
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Figure C.1 Finite-difference grid for computer code ADLUD.
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Equation C-3 can be expressed in finite-difference form as:

* t+1 * t

-u =- 1 Aa + g (C-4)
At P Az

or

t+1 t At i Aa- l (C-5)

This equation can readily be adapted to computer solutions.

However, a more numerically efficient equation can be derived from

Eq. C-5 (Meier, 1985). The value of Aa can be expressed in terms of

dead (gravity) and live (applied pressure) components, which are

denoted as AcD and AG , respectively. Equation C-5 can be rewritten

as:

u -At 1 A0 D+ I AaL - g (C-6)

P Az P Az'

The dead load can be expressed as:

n

SD (C-7)

1=1

where: Y = unit weight of the material

The change in dead load between two adjacent nodes can be expressed as:

D D n n-i

i i-i i=1 i=l

or

D
0 = YAz (C-9)

Equation C-6 can be rewritten using the results of Eq.C-9 as:

iti
a I
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't+1 t -Ag]+Y Aa (0-10)

The mass density of any material can be expressed as:

p = Y (c-1i)

g

Equation C-10 can be rewritten using Eq. C-11 as:

"t+l t t g + g9 (C-12)

or

Rearranging:

_t+l__ _t =-g [A o'L (C-14)

At [AGD]

from which:

a = AaDL (C-15)

Where a is the acceleration in g's.

The orginal ADLUD code was modified to incorporate Eq. C-15 in lieu of

of the conventional finite-difference form (Eq. C-5) in the solution of

the governing differential equation for one-dimensional wave

propagation.

The soil properties are modeled using piecewise-linear

approximations in the form of digitized stress-strain results. The

digitized stress-strain curve is inputted in the form of virgin loading

and unloading curves. This unloading curve translates along the virgin

1 CII4
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loading curve to model unloading and reloading from a previously

applied stress. Hysteresis isn't used in the unloading-reloadIng

response. Hysteretic behavior isn't critical for the high pressures

generated during the laboratory testing program (see Fig. B.1).

A constitutive equation based on laboratory tests is used to

model the fluid layer. The fluid layer was assumed to be nonlinear and

elastic. A hyperbolic relationship (from Meier, 1984) was used to

calculate the bulk modulus as a function of pressure:

K = Ki 1 - Klexp ( - P 2 P)) (C-16)

l-Kl

where: K = bulk modulus of the fluid
K = initial bulk modulus
K i, K 2 = material constants
p = fluid pressure

This equation is illustrated in Fig. C.3(a). The constants K land KI

are determined as shown in Fig. C.3(b). The constant K2 is determined

by trial and error.

Incremental elasticity can be used to formulate a relationship

between stress and strain using the bulk modulus:

d7a = K dE (C-17)

where: 6 = strain in the fluid layer

Intergrating Eq. C-17 yields a relationship between axial stress and

strain:

- � 1-K, in exp ( K20) - K1  (C-18)

3K2Ki 1 - Kl I

This equation can be inverted to define stress as a function of strain:

~7 1 ln[Kl+ 1 Kl exp(3KZKi ~(C-19)
3K 2 IK
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Figure C.3 Stress-strain relationships for the fluid layer

(f rom Me ie r, 1984).
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The code is driven with an actual piecewise-linear representation

of the stress history measured during the test. The ADLUD results

are very sensitive to subtle changes in the applied pressure pulse.

Therefore, the stress histories must be accurate.

Stresses are determined at stress points, as shown in Fig. C.1.

Using Eq. C-15, an acceleration can be determined based upon the

relative change in applied pressure between two adjacent stress points.

This value of acceleration is assigned to the mass node located midway

between two stress nodes (see Fig. C.1). This value of acceleration

can be intergrated with respect to time to determine velocity and

displacement. The displacement gradient between two adjacent mass

points is equal to the strain increment, or:

d = du (C-20)
dz

This value of strain is assigned to a point midway between the mass

points, which corresponds to a stress point. This value of strain is

used to determine a corresponding stress based upon either the

constitutive model for the fluid (Eq. C-19) or and soil layers.

Loading rate effects are taken into account by the constitutive

equation for the soil.

A stiffening function was placed in ADLUD to model rate effects.

This equation has the form of:

MD -S( ) (C-21)

MS

where: MD - dynamic modulus
Ms - static modulus
S•, • ) e strain softening, which is a function

of strain level and strain rate
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For a given time step, the strains are known at the stress points

based upon the computational scheme presented. The strain rate can

easily be determined for a given time step. From the digitized static

stress-strain curve, a static modulus can be determined for the given

strain increment. This modulus is stiffened depending upon the

function S( i, c ). Using the dynamic modulus and the strain increment,

a new stress can be computed. This process is continued throughout the

grid. For the next time step, an increase in pressure is applied at

the top of the grid and the process repeated.

The principal output from the code is the applied pressure at the

transducer and the average strain over the depth of the sample. These

results can then be compared to actual laboratory measurements to

assess the accuracy of the rate dependent model. The stresses and

strains can also be outputted at each node to obtain the true material

response.

Wil
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APPENDIX D

ADLUD SIMULATIONS OF SUBMILLISECOND TESTS

This Appendix contains the results of the ADLUD simulations versus the

actual test measurements of applied pressure and average strain for the

submillisecond uniaxial strain tests performed during this study. The

results are summarized in Chapter V along with a discussion of the

procedures used to obtain the plots. A discussion of the computer code

ADLUD is presented in Appendix C.

-lm
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Uniaxial Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewet ak Beach Sand
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L Y-
Figure D.1 Laboratory measured versus ADLUD predicted values of

applied pressure and average strain for Test CS2-04,

Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewetak Be ach Sand
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Figure D.2 Laboratory measured versus ADLUD predicted values of

applied pressure and average strain for Test CS2-05,

Enewetak beach sand.
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Uni axial Strain Results

SoilI Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure D.3 Laboratory measured versus ADLUD predicted values of

applied pressure and average strain for Test CS2-06,

Enewetak beach sand.I
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Unsaxial Strain Results
Sail Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Figure 0. 4 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

CS2-07, Enewetak beach sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Enewetak Beach Sand
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure D.6 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

FS2-05, flume sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure D.7 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

FS2-06, flume sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure D.8 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

FS2-07, flume sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Sail Type: Flume Sand
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Figure D.9 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

F52-08, flume sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Flume Sand
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Figure D.10 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

FS2-09, flume sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Yuma Clayey Sand
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Figure D.11 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

YS2-04, Yuma clayey sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Yuma Clayey Sand
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Soil Type: Yuma Clayey SandI
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Figure D.1.3 Laboratory-measured and ADLIJD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

YS2-06, Yuma clayey sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
SoilI Type: Yuma ClIayey Sand
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Figure D.l4 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

YS2-07, Yuma clayey sand.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D. 16 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of 7
applied pressure versus average strain for test

DS2-05, Vicksburg loess D-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results

Sail Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.17 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

DS2-06, Vicksburg loess D-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
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Figure D.18 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

DS2-07, Vicksburg loess D-series.
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Urijaxial Strain Results 4
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Uniaxial Strain Results
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Figure D.20 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

DS2-09, Vicksburg loess D-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Sail Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.22 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

VSD-1l, Vicksburg loess, V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.23 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots Of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

VSD-12, Vicksburg loess V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.24 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

VSD-21, Vicksburg loess V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.25 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

VSD-22, Vicksburg loess V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.26 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

VSD-23, Vicksburg loess V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.28 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

VSD-25, Vicksburg loess V-series.
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Uniaxial Strain Results
Soil Type: Vicksburg Loess
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Figure D.29 Laboratory-measured and ADLUD-predicted plots of

applied pressure versus average strain for test

VSD-31, Vicksburg loess V-series.
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